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ABSTRACT
Ciesielski, Michał. DMA. The University of Memphis. May 2013. Concerto
Polacco for Solo Guitar and Orchestra by Marek Pasieczny. Major Professor: Lily
Afshar, DM.
Marek Pasieczny (b.1980) belongs to a group of young Polish composers, who
love to popularize Polish legacy through folk music. Concerto Polacco for Solo Guitar
and Orchestra is a great example of his folk-based compositions, representing five
various folk categories from different regions of Poland.
This study has examined elements of folk music and discussed how Pasieczny has
used them in five movements of the Concerto. I have discussed the history of the folk
examples, their classification in music and the regions they belong to. The document
points out the traits found in the folk melodies, songs or dances used in the composition;
distinct rhythmic and melodic folk patterns, improvisation, form and ornamentation.
Most of the information in this document has been gathered from books and
journals. This along with two interviews with the composer and a guitar duo, will be a
key for future generations of students exploring his creation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

In April of 2009 in Canterbury, England, Maestro Krzysztof Penderecki (b.1933)
said, "I do consider Marek Pasieczny [pa-shehch-ne] as a highly inspired guitarist and
composer. His musical world deeply touches me by its great personality and originality.
He is what I call a free artist."1
These words best describe this young and energetic composer (figure 1), who
with his great musical sense and unique creation stimulated a new wave of interest in
classical guitar music. In all his compositions for guitar, violin, piano, cello and
harpsichord, we can perceive a unique spirit that gives him a huge advantage beyond
other composers. Marek Pasieczny as a performer is a vigorous player, who easily grabs
the audience and quickly puts them into his musical world. Presently with his numerous
concerts played around the world, he has become a rising star in the classical guitar
world.
While recently investigating the guitar works of Marek Pasieczny, I discovered a
new Concerto for guitar and orchestra entitled Concerto Polacco. This composition
immediately attracted me because of my interest in Polish folk music. In this dissertation,
Pasieczny’s Concerto Polacco will be examined, including the history and analysis of the
folk melodies used in the piece.
Marek Pasieczny was born in 1980 in Zamość, Poland, and has been composing
since the age of 15. With his more than 150 works, arrangements and transcriptions, he is
1

Krzysztof Penderecki, testimonial, www.pasieczny.com, http://pasieczny.com/cv-inenglish (accessed June 10, 2011).

1

Figure 1. Marek Pasieczny. Colin Cooper, ''Marek Pasieczny,'' Classical Guitar
Magazine 26, no. 1 (September 2007): 18.
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one of the most popular and recognized Polish composers of the younger generation. An
award winning guitarist and composer, he first studied at the ‘Karol Lipinski Academy of
Music’ in Wroclaw under Professor Piotr Zaleski, where in 2005 he graduated with
honors. From 2005 to 2009 he continued his studies at the Royal Scottish Academy of
Music and Drama in Scotland, U.K., under Allan Neave, where he completed his Master
of Music and Postgraduate Diploma in guitar performance; Master of Music and
Postgraduate Diploma in composition, all with distinction. He participated in master
classes with many great guitarists and composers, such as Carlo Marchione, Joaquin
Clerch, József Eötvös, Roland Dyens and Annette Kruisbrink. From an early age, he won
numerous prizes for guitar performance and composition. They included: First prize in
the 2004 Ochlewski Composition Competition in Kraków, Poland, the 2005 Chanterelle
Guitar Prize in Glasgow, the 2006 Dundee Guitar Festival Scholarship Prize. He has also
been invited as a performer, teacher and composer to festivals in Poland, France,
Germany, Italy, Czech Republic, Greece, United Kingdom, Holland, Switzerland, South
Africa, China and Japan. His works were premiered in many important concert halls such
as Lutoslawski’s Hall, Warsaw, Poland; Royal Albert Hall, Wigmore Hall, London, UK;
Canterbury Cathedral, Canterbury, UK; Carnegie Hall, NYC, USA; He Luting Hall,
Shanghai, China.
Marek Pasieczny has performed with orchestras such as BBC Scotland Orchestra,
Royal Scottish National Orchestra, Aukso Orchestra, Vratislavia Orchestra, and has
recorded for Polish, German and Scotish TV and radio. As a composer he cooperates
with many famous publishing houses: PWM (Poland), Euterpe (Poland), Lathkill Music
(U.K.), and Les Productions D’Oz (Canada). In 2004, one of his major achievements was
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the collaboration with world renowned jazz guitarist Pat Metheny and Polish jazz vocalist
Anna Maria Jopek.
Those who have experienced Pasieczny’s music are aware of the clarity and
density of his compositions. The composer states that harmony is the most important
factor in his creative compositional process. "It is a harmony that is responsible for the
so-called density of music – the space and its controlling of the other elements, i.e.,
rhythm, melody, etc. It is an indescribably interesting phenomenon for me."2 Pasieczny
describes his style as "… tonal, neo-romantic, impressionistic, with some influences from
jazz (especially from jazz harmony)."3 As with many composers, folk music plays a
significant role in the process of creation for Pasieczny. He considers it the most
important factor of expression to capture the spirit of the music. As the composer states,
his interest in folklore was born during the residency beyond the borders of Poland.
"Living beyond the borders of Poland, it naturally came to me with compelling desire to
draw inspiration from Polish folk music."4
Marek Pasieczny, in his introductory remarks to Concerto Polacco distinguished
three general kinds of treatment of his musical works. These are: quotation, stylization
and synthesis. He says: "Quoting occurs commonly in works for practical purposes,
putting together schematic accompaniment, introduction, and ending to the approximate
melody of the original folk tune. Stylization is a more frequent phenomenon. In this case
there is a conscious awareness of the spirit of folk music. The linking to folklore is not as

2

Colin Cooper, ''Marek Pasieczny,'' Classical Guitar Magazine 26, no. 1 (September
2007): 18.
3

Cooper, ''Marek Pasieczny,'' 20.

4

Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Introductory remarks (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009).
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direct as quoting. However, composers turning to folk music usually have larger artistic
needs than stylization or the simple working out of folk melodies."5 Pasieczny, a
specialist in guitar music has composed for other instruments like cello, violin and piano
"(…) Marek Pasieczny’s String Quartet brilliantly written and exhilaratingly played by
the Watson Quartet, drew on the entire string quartet tradition and was constructed with
the muscular, in your face panache that seems to be the style of this inspired young
man."6 These words were published by Michael Tumelty in The Herald newspaper on
April 2009, after the premiere of Pasieczny’s String Quartet No.1 "The Concerto".
Besides the above mentioned piece, another good example of Pasieczny’s interest in
other instruments is Suite Polonaise – celebration du 200e anniversaire de la naissance de
Frederic Chopin. This unique composition was written in six movements: Polonaise,
Scherzo, Berceuse, Impromptu (Fantasie), Nocturne, Mazurka (Oberek), and designed for
two pianos - eight hands.
Despite his young age, Pasieczny has written in many musical genres like
Concertos, chamber works and a large number of solo works. His earliest creative
interests, however, were in jazz music. The result of this interest is American Suite in
Four Chapters (2006), dedicated to his favorite jazz guitarist and composer, Pat Metheny.
Favorite composers from his youth were Toru Takemitsu, Arvo Pärt, Henryk Górecki,
Witold Lutosławski, and of course jazz stars like John Scofield and Joshua Redman.7

5

Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Introductory remarks.
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Michael Tumelty, testimonial, www.pasieczny.com, http://pasieczny.com/bio (accessed
June 30, 2011).
7

Cooper, ''Marek Pasieczny,'' 20.
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Interview with Marek Pasieczny

The interview with Marek Pasieczny was done on July 29, 2012, during the Summer
Guitar Festival in Krzyżowa, Poland.

Michał Ciesielski: Please tell us, where and when the story of the Concerto Polacco
begins. Was there someone who suggested to you to write this type of Concerto, or was
there any other factor that pushed you towards the double Concerto based on folk music?
Marek Pasieczny: The story begins shortly after the release of my other Concerto for
two guitars and orchestra, entitled Festival Concerto. The premiere was held in Olsztyn in
2008. It was Adam Giska and Henryk Szukiewicz, the main organizers of the guitar
festival and competition in Olsztyn, who came up with the idea to write another double
Concerto, but this time dedicated to Duo Melis. This guitar duo was doing an amazing
furore and we were all enchanted by their artistry. Honestly, I had no desire to write year
after year, another, extensive double Concerto... , but how can you refuse and not write
for Duo Melis? I remember that Duo Melis was delighted with the idea, and me too of
course... we were all excited.

Michał Ciesielski: Does the version of Concerto Polacco for two guitars and orchestra
have any dedication?
Marek Pasieczny: Absolutely. The double Concerto was dedicated to the Guitar Festival
in Olsztyn.
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Michał Ciesielski: How and when did the idea of the Concerto Polacco for solo guitar
and orchestra appear?
Marek Pasieczny: For me this was a very interesting experience. The double guitar
version of the Concerto Polacco was the first orchestral piece which was not performed
for the first time by me. Prior to arrival on the premiere of this Concerto, I had a quasirehearsal with Duo Melis. We had been trying to do this by Skype, where I was giving
them only small suggestions. After arrival in Poland, being present at the rehearsals with
Duo Melis, I was enchanted by them and their technique. I remember like today, there
was an evening after the rehearsal with the orchestra, when I, Susana and Alexis went to
the hotel. We had a rehearsal but this time in trio. Duo Melis was playing their parts, their
entrances, and I was imitating the orchestra... this was something phenomenal. The next
day, was the day of the premiere of the Concerto Polacco, during which I thought myself
- My child has left the home... I felt pity. That was the moment when I desired to perform
this concert. Then came the idea to perform a solo version on the Warsaw Guitar Festival,
for which, frankly, I already had prepared another piece. This was supposed to be an
essay for sixteen soloists. This composition was already written in Scotland, but I decided
to contact Dorota Dębska who organizes the festival and tell her about my crazy idea.
This crazy concept was of course my Concerto Polacco, but in the version for solo guitar
and orchestra. I was very happy that this idea succeeded, and that I could play my
Concerto.

Michał Ciesielski: The next question is about the religious song entitled "Cichy Zapada
Zmrok" (Here Comes The Silent Dusk). During writing the Concerto Polacco, have you
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been aware that this religious song originally comes from France and was written by
French Jesuit, Père Duval?
Marek Pasieczny: Frankly, I'm pleasantly surprised because I did not know about it. We
composers always search for information about melodies or themes that arouse our
interest, but I think we never reach so far, I mean, so far as people like you that are
deeply involved in this process of analysis. Same with "Here Comes The Silent Dusk." I
know that the song plays an important role in the life of the Poles, and I admit that this
information is very interesting. Summarizing, our knowledge about the songs or melodies
is dependent on how the material will be used in the composition.

Michał Ciesielski: What guided you during selection of the dances and melodies for the
individual parts of the Concerto Polacco? Did you have any specified plan of action?
Marek Pasieczny: If you are working on a composition with several parts, it is quite
natural to write each of them in opposition to each other. I was aware that the Concerto
Polacco, which originally uses two guitars, will have to take advantage of enhanced
instrumentation in order to align the forces. That is why I decided to use a larger
orchestration with double brass and wood instruments…what you will not see in the
Concierto de Aranjuez, where the individual instruments present motives, and Rodrigo
uses the contrast based on a guitar / orchestra / guitar / orchestra relation. Regarding
arrangement of the parts in the Concerto Polacco, I knew right away that the first part, the
introdction, must kick well. It is a kind of scream to the listener. So the next part of the
Concerto had to be in opposition. Thus was spawned the idea of the part, where you can
use natural harmonics on the guitar. This concept gave me an incredible advantage in
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creating contrast. Subsequently in the third part of the Concerto, as opposed to the other, I
have used the harp instrument and long note values. The fourth part, after the crazy and
atonal third part, is of course a slow Adagio. Using the Polish dance, Furious Polka, for
the last part of the Concerto, due to its fiery nature, was something natural for me.

Michał Ciesielski: Moments ago you have mentioned something about Rodrigo and his
composition Concierto de Aranjuez. This is just my observation, but during writing, were
you afraid about the association of the Concerto Polacco fourth part, called Adagio,
together with the earlier mentioned Aranjuez and its second movement, also called
Adagio? I think mainly about its introduction, which uses the beautiful melody played by
the English horn, accompanied by a lyrical orchestra.
Marek Pasieczny: I was waiting for this question and I need to say that I thought about it
a little. My first intention was to write the introduction of the Adagio with English Horn,
but on the other hand I was worried about ambitus. I needed an instrument that would be
able to play the melody in upper register, so I decided to try with oboe. With the warm
and soft tone, I had no other choice. This instrument could not be replaced by a flute or
bassoon, which admittedly sound nice in the upper registers, but I needed something
more, something which would push up the whole orchestra. Therefore both the flute and
bassoon dropped off. And so, after the final decision that the oboe stays, I expected that
guitarists would associate my introduction with the Aranjuez Adagio. But frankly,
perhaps there are one million songs, where the middle parts use the same settings of the
instruments, the oboe with orchestral acompaniement; and let us be honest, like the
Concerto Polacco, so the compositions of other composers can be paired with Aranjuez.
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Oh yes, but we guitarists, we always think in the same way; and this brings us to the same
topic, to Joaquin Rodrigo and his Concierto de Aranjuez. Nothing wrong with that, but I
think that for us composers, it is a kind of penance. Here, I want to emphasize something.
During writing of the Concerto Polacco, I never tried to conspire with Rodrigo’s
Aranjuez. Completely on the contrary, I wanted to get away from it as much as possible...
but the orchestration, the melody played by the oboe, the used keys and the need of the
higher register - this whole idea, could not fall into ruins, in favor of the Aranjuez.

Michał Ciesielski: So, the result of your work in the fourth part of Concerto Polacco was
not any kind of inspiration?
Marek Pasieczny: All my life, I have been trying to run away from it, and in addition I
will say... if I indeed was inspired by the Aranjuez, then I would use some of these
beautiful arpeggiated chords, where the two guitars in the Concerto Polacco would
accompany the oboe. I ran away from it. I can say more. To omit the Rodrigo idea, I
placed the harp in the score, which has a double function, as a response and as an
accompaniment for the oboe. I could, of course, put this idea into a guitar, but I knew the
price of this move. Thus, the harp plays the accompaniment for the oboe, not two guitars.

Michał Ciesielski: The next question concerns the dedication of the solo guitar version
of the Concerto Polacco. Was this your intention from the beginning to dedicate the work
to Pavel Steidl, or perhaps there is something more that you would like to share?
Marek Pasieczny: It came out with the passage of time. Pavel Steidl already knew me
when I was thirteen. We met for the first time in Szczawno City, where he played in the
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guitar festival. Honestly, now I feel old trying to count how many years we know each
other. It is almost 18 years. Pavel is always welcome at the festivals. In today’s concert
halls, there are a lot of performers who play fast and nice, but that is not all. I think that in
these days, you do not have to play fast on the guitar, but you have to be characteristic.
And here, Pavel Steidl is a great example of how he came into being in the guitar world.
He is a great guitarist, but above all, he represents the small group of performers which I
call an "animal on the stage." He is a very distinctive in the way he is playing, as he sings
on the instrument. He is a full fledged artist. I have to say I have heard him so many
times, but every time he amazes me. As you know, I created Concerto Polacco for solo
guitar and orchestra so that I could play it myself. The story with dedication to Pavel
Steidl is a little complicated. I knew exactly how long the queue for pieces written by
other composers to be performed by Pavel was. I was fully aware that after writing the
Concerto and dedicating it to Pavel, Concerto Polacco would have to wait even 10 years
for its premiere. The story begins in 2010, when Pavel Steidl arrived at the invitation of
the guitar festival in Olsztyn. There was also Gabriel Bianco, who performed my new
piece, a Concerto for guitar and orchestra, written on the occasion of the 200th
anniversary of Chopin's birth. It happened at the festival in Olsztyn, where Pavel saw for
the first time the full score of the Concerto Polacco. I remember how enthusiastic he was
during the presentation. He liked the concept and the idea of this piece. Soon after this
conversation, I decided to dedicate my Concerto Polacco to Pavel Steidl. He was very
pleased!
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Michał Ciesielski: Good, so this means that the dedication took place precisely in
Olsztyn in 2010. But tell me, did you come up with the idea on the spot, or maybe
already you had had some plans concerning the dedication to Mr. Steidl?
Marek Pasieczny: No, no, it was not that kind of impulse. The idea came up
before, but officially the scores with a dedication were presented there.

Michał Ciesielski: How have you drawn inspiration for the the Concerto, and where
exactly was it written?
Marek Pasieczny: I wrote it in Scotland, specifically in Glasgow. All began with thirty
miniatures, which I wrote in a similar manner as the fourth part of my "Hommage à
Tansman." What I mean here is mainly the use of keys with many flats, usage of capo,
which makes the piece difficult. That was one of the reasons why I decided to go out to
the people, especially the young guitarists, and write something original for them. It was
a kind of challenge for me, because I did not want to write another book of etudes or
preludes. I wanted to create something new that could be attractive, not only in a
technical manner, but something that would be very colorful. At first, my idea was not to
write anything that could be based on Polish music. Everything was caused by the earlier
composition that was based on Polish folk music. The piece was entitled "Nine
Miniatures to Marcin Dylla." Before I started working on my new composition, the thirty
miniatures, I thought that I would post this information on my internet website and on
Facebook. I did so and I placed the note that I am going to write thirty short pieces,
inspired by music from three different continents. I was surprised, because shortly after
posting my information, I received a few emails with some threats. People wrote
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messages, in which they accused me that I am not a patriot. I was trying to explain my
concept, but it did not help. And this is the reason why I decided to use the folk melodies
from the Oskar Kolberg collections. Altogether, I have collected about thirty melodies,
where I also found the famous "Here Comes the Silent Dusk."

Michał Ciesielski: In the Concerto Polacco, there is no way to ommit short motives and
elements, so characteristic in the creation of other composers. We can even find elements
of jazz music. Did you derive the inspiration from other composers like Witold
Lutosławski, John Williams, or even Pat Metheny?
Marek Pasieczny: I must admit that, as in the life of each composer, the music of other
artists has a big impact on our work. In my Concerto, precisely in its second movement, I
used the compositional technique called Rain Drops. For me, the usage of this concept
was a big mystery. I needed a big orchestra to make it sound right, but the funds were too
small to create such an idea. But finally it worked. And here is the thing; before the Rain
Drops, I decided to use an irregular pizzicato. Today, I am pretty sure that this idea came
out thanks to Lutosławski, who used it very often in his compositions. The next good
example is the third movement of the Concerto and its very short jazz scale. This scale
comes from my long years of interest in Pat Metheny’s music. Another information that
might be interesting is the orchestral intro to the fourth movement of the Concerto
Polacco. I drew my inspiration from a recording of Diana Krall. I remember that the
orchestra had a nice and soft strings entrance with the melody. I did not want to show the
Concerto Polacco as a typical form of a suite. By using all these stylistic elements, I was
concentrated on obtaining a diversity and I wanted to show my concept of the piece.
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Michał Ciesielski: The folk melody "Za Górkę Zaszła" and the folk dance "Wściekła
Polka"; Was it your plan to use these specific songs and dances in one composition?
Marek Pasieczny: I used them, because it was a pure compositional calculation. I
received a few books with folk dances and melodies from the area of Zamość,
Lubelszczyzna and Roztocze. I had all these melodies at my disposal and I chose a few of
them. These songs were the closest to me, but there is one more important thing. If you
decide to write a composition based on folklore music, you are choosing the melodies
that are the best in a compositional meaning. I think here about the problems with usage
of the melodies. you have to judge, can you harmonize the melody well and are you able
to show its real character. This is a reason, why you need to calculate. During writing the
Concerto Polacco, I was still studying composition and no one was checking, or helping
me with it. I wrote it in secret. After a while, I decided to show to my teacher some small
fragments of the middle part, the one with already mentioned pizzicato. I remember that
he gave me one of the great ideas. He asked me to interrupt the narration in the piece. All
this to perturb, to destroy the listener’s calmness, so that he could get lost in the train of
thought. This idea appears in the middle movement of the Concerto, where all brass and
wood instruments break up for no reason. I describe this kind of process as a
compositional calculation.

Michał Ciesielski: And what can you tell about the quick and catchy dance used in the
last movement? Was there a reason why you have placed the Furious Polka at the end of
the Concerto Polacco?
Marek Pasieczny: If we talk about the last movement of the Concerto and its dance
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Furious Polka, I need to say that this melody haunts me. At my home bookshelf, I found a
book called "Polish Dances." This book was designed to serve choreographers and
dancers. It has a lot of descriptions of rhythms, dances and their movements. In the book,
I discovered a wild dance that was later used in the last movement of the Concerto.
Together, I used Furious Polka three times, in three different compositions. Its melody
and rhythm is easy to memorize, it is perfect material for the audience. Again, the usage
of this melody in the composition was nothing else but a compositional calculation.

Michał Ciesielski: The next question concerns the melody used in the fourth movement.
It comes from the Łubcze area. Did this idea come from a desire to refer to areas where
you come from?
Marek Pasieczny: Yes, here I can truly say that I did this on purpose. I wanted to find a
melody whose roots came from my region. The story of this melody is funny, because
when I read it for the first time, I realized that I read it wrong. The melody was written
with the sharp sign, and I have played it without it. Interestingly, the melody, which I
played wrong, was much nicer then the original one. I decided to leave it, with the
mistake. The important part of this story is that in the fourth movement I changed the
melody even more, so there is no clear citation of the melody from the Łubcze area.
Today I think that even if I had read the melody correctly, I am pretty sure that I would
have left the idea of using this melody in the Concerto Polacco.

Michał Ciesielski: Is there any movement in the Concerto Polacco that you regard as
more or less important?
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Marek Pasieczny: I am trying to not think in these categories. For me, Concerto Polacco
functions as one body. If you decide to ignore one of the movements, you will perturb its
order. I created the guitar Concerto so that all its movements were united in logical
entirety and complimented each other.

Michał Ciesielski: Duo Melis and your friendsip with them. Please tell us, how and
when precisely you met them for the first time?
Marek Pasieczny: It is a long story, but it starts from my other composition, the
Hollywood Concerto. Its premiere was held at the Festival in Tychy, and actually, this is
the place where I met Adam Giska and Henryk Szukiewicz. I met them there for the first
time, and later they invited me to the Olsztyn Festival where I met Duo Melis. I need to
say that you will not hear any story in which Duo Melis came to the premiere of my new
Concerto and they were delighted with the composition. It was even worse, they were
late!, and they did not hear even one note from this composition. But that evening, after
the premiere I received twenty minutes of standing ovation and Duo Melis heard about it.
On the next day Duo Melis played their concert, and of course they did a phenomenal
job. They received also a long standing ovation. After their concert, I thought that it
might be good to go backstage and introduce myself. I was not sure that this was a good
idea. I did not want to waste their time. As a result, I resigned and left the concert hall.
Ironically, after the concert we met at a pedestrian crossing, at one of the intersections in
Olsztyn. I have to admit that they made the first step and said: "We wanted to introduce
ourselves, We heard about you and the premiere of your Concerto yesterday..., we are the
Duo Melis". Well, this was our first meeting.
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Michał Ciesielski: Any plans for new compositions? I think here mainly about guitar
Concertos. Are you planning to write any double Concerto in the near future?
Marek Pasieczny: This year, in Fall 2012, my new guitar Concerto will premiere. This
composition was commisioned by the Silesian Guitar Autumn in Tychy. Another plan is
the jubilee of Zielona Góra City, which will take place in two years in 2014. They asked
me to write a Concerto for four guitars. I do not have any plans to write a double
Concerto, unless the Assad brothers ask me to write something for them. Then I throw
everything and I start to work on a new piece.
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CHAPTER TWO
CONCERTO POLACCO

Concerto Polacco by Marek Pasieczny was commissioned for the 2009 VIth
International Guitar Festival in Olsztyn, Poland. The guitar Concerto, under the auspices
of the President of Poland, celebrated the 200th Anniversary of Fryderyk Chopin’s birth.
Pasieczny’s composition was originally written for two guitars and orchestra and
dedicated to Duo Melis – a classical guitar duo of Susana Prieto and Alexis Muzurakis.
The world premiere of the double Concerto was held during the Olsztyn Festival on July
17, 2009, where Duo Melis performed Concerto Polacco for the first time. After the
premiere, Duo Melis with Marek Pasieczny received a standing ovation (figure 3). Two
months after this premiere the composer announced that on November 13, 2009, the
version for solo guitar and orchestra would be premiered during the 5th Warsaw Guitar
Festival in Poland, at the Witold Lutosławski Polish Radio and TV Concert Hall.
The version for the solo guitar and orchestra was dedicated to Pavel Steidl
(figure 2), a world renowned Czech Republic classical guitarist, who became famous for
his unique interpretations of the 19th-century guitar literature. These are compositions of
Napoleon Coste, Johann Kaspar Mertz and Niccolo Paganini. Pavel Steidl is also known
for his romantic era instruments. Among his normal classical guitars, he uses different
copies of romantic guitars made by Johann Georg Stauffer, and an original instrument of
Nikolaus G. Ries from early 19th Century.
The premiere of Concerto Polacco for solo guitar and orchestra was conducted by
Dr. Jacek Rogala, a renowned Polish conductor who is famous for numerous recordings
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Figure 2. Pavel Steidl with 19th-century guitar. http://pavelsteidl.com/gallery.html
(accessed April 10, 2011).

and premieres of contemporary works. This second premiere performed by Pasieczny
himself, received another standing ovation. To date, Concerto Polacco has been
performed three times in concert. The last performance was in 2010, during the 4th
Lubuskie Guitar Meetings on May 7, 2010, where Pasieczny received very good reviews:
''Polish folk melodies written for guitar and symphony orchestra? Oh, yes! Pasieczny
seduced the audience with his Concerto Polacco during the IVth Lubuskie Guitar
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Meetings. Philharmonic Concert Hall shivered from enthusiastic applause. (…) Pasieczny
is truly the ambassador of Polish culture!''1

Figure 3. Pasieczny and Duo Melis at the World Premiere of Concerto Polacco in
Olsztyn, Poland (2009). http://pasieczny.com/?s=duo+melis (accessed February 05,
2012).

The title Concerto Polacco means Polish Concerto. An orchestral suite by
Marek Pasieczny, it consists of five movements and came into being after the brass

1

Hak, "Marek Pasieczny porwał Wściekłą Polką," Gazeta Lubuska, May 07, 2010,
http://www.gazetalubuska.pl/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20100507/KULTURA/278470730
(accessed April 10, 2011).
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quintet called Polish Dances. This quintet was composed in 2009 for the ''Sound New –
2009 Contemporary Music Festival'' and dedicated to John Wallace.
The Polish Dances by Marek Pasieczny is a seven movement suite inspired and based on
Polish folk music. What is significant is that the first and sixth movements of the brass
quintet use the same dances as in the Concerto Polacco. These are Chodzony (Walking
dance) and Polka Wściekła (Wild Polka). Other movements use different polish dances
like Mazur (Mazurkas) , Oberek or Trojak (Threesome).
Concerto Polacco was created with the same idea as the brass quintet (figure 4).
Based on folk music, it uses well-known folk melodies, dances creating a unique
character and emphasizing the affiliation to Polish legacy. The instrumentation of the
Concerto is quite expanded compared to other guitar Concertos of composers like
Castelnuovo-Tedesco or Rodrigo. The orchestra in the Concerto Polacco consists of harp,
strings, woodwind instruments (one piccolo, two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets in B-flat
major, two bassoons) and brass (two horns, two trumpets in B-flat major, two
trombones). Three separate sets of percussion instruments include timpani, castanets,
finger cymbals, sandpaper blocks, wood block, triangle and tambourine. Within the five
movements Concerto Polacco has two dances and three songs. The dances function as
external parts, and songs were chosen as the three internal movements. The first
movement ''Maestoso, lento assai,'' was inspired by the Polish dance called Chodzony
[Hohd-zoh-nih] (Walking Dance).
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Figure 4. Title page of Marek Pasieczny, Polish Dances for brass quintet. Marek
Pasieczny, Polish Dances (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009).
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The second movement, ''Liberamente quasi capriccioso – Andante,'' uses one of the most
important and influential religious songs in Poland – Cichy Zapada Zmrok [chee-heh zapa-da zm-rock] (Here Comes the Silent Dusk). The third movement, ''Allegro spianato
molto regolare,'' was based on the Polish folk melody Za Górkę Zaszła [za gur-keh zashua] (She Dropped by the Hill). The fourth movement of Concerto Polacco, ''Adagio
mesto et molto espressivo,'' was inspired by the Polish lullaby Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz
kolibejko lipowa [oi ko-wish mi si ko-wish koli-bei-ko li-pova] (Oh Sway Me, Sway
Linden Cradle). The last movement of the Concerto, "Vivace giocoso et Brillante," was
based on the Polish folk dance Polka Wściekła (Wild Polka).
The famous guitar duo - Duo Melis is currently one of the most important and
recognizable duos in the classical guitar world. With the same range as Ida Presti &
Alexander Lagoya or Laura Ottman & Michael Newmann Duo, they continue the great
creativity of guitar duo history.
Susana Prieto and Alexis Muzurakis have studied in Spain and Greece. After their
studies they made postgraduate studies, as a duo and solo at the Koninklijk
Conservatorium in The Hague, Holland; at the Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy High
Conservatory in Leipzig, Germany; and at Hanns Eisler High Conservatory in Berlin,
Germany. In 1999, at the International Guitar Festival of Volos in Greece, Spanish
guitarist Susana Prieto and the Greek guitarist Alexis Muzurakis made their debut as a
guitar duo under the name Duo Melis. In the same year Susana and Alexis won first prize
at the International Guitar Duo Competition of Frechen, Germany. In the year 2000, they
won two prestigious prizes: one at the Guitar Duo Competition of Montelimar in France,
and the second at the 21st Mauro Guiliani International Guitar Duo Competition in Italy.
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The year 2001 was also very important for the Duo Melis. They won Duo/Ensemble prize
at the Chamber Music Competition of Leipzig, Germany, and the International Guitar
Duo Competition of Paris, France. In 2003, after winning the recording prize ''Citta di
Verona'' at the Gaetano Zinetti International Chamber Music Competition in Italy, they
released their first CD called ''Recital.'' During their concert career they have performed
in many prestigious concert halls such as: The Concertgebouw in Amsterdam,
The Philharmonie in Berlin, The Megaron in Athens, The Tchaikovsky Hall in Moscow,
and The Merkin Concert Hall in New York. They collaborated with many great
international orchestras such as: The Radio Orchestra of Bucharest and the National
Orchestra of Thessaloniki conducted by Leo Brouwer, The Berliner Symphoniker, The
Neubrandenburger Philharmonie and The Bayerische Kammerphilharmonie.
Susana Prieto and Alexis Muzurakis, as Duo Melis (figure 5), have been invited
to perform and give master classes in many prestigious guitar competitions and festivals
around the world. In their repertoire we can find examples of baroque music, as well as
Astor Piazzolla or Alberto Ginastera compositions; double Concertos for two guitars and
orchestra by Joaquin Rodrigo, Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Antonio Vivaldi, and
Concerto Polacco by Marek Pasieczny, which was dedicated to them.
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Figure 5. Duo Melis. http://www.duo-melis.com (accessed July 05, 2011).
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Interview with Duo Melis

The interview with Duo Melis, was done by email on September 2, 2012.

Michał Ciesielski: How/Where did you meet Marek Pasieczny for the first time?
Duo Melis: We met him at the Olsztyn Guitar Festival some years ago.

Michał Ciesielki: How did the conversation about the double Concerto come about? Did
Marek Pasieczny come out first with the proposition of writing a Concerto for you, or
maybe it was your idea to create such a great project?
Duo Melis: He came to us after our concert in Olsztyn and told us that he would like to
write a double Concerto for us to perform in the next edition of the festival. We were
really delighted with the idea, since we like him a lot as a composer.

Michał Ciesielski: What can you say about the Concerto Polacco by Pasieczny? What
are your impressions and opinions after the performance? What are the work’s strong or
weak features? Did you enjoy playing it? Did the audience enjoy it?
Duo Melis: It is a wonderful contribution to the guitar duo repertoire, from a composer
who really knows the instrument and understands very well the particularities of the
guitar duo ensemble. It is a very demanding work and it took a lot of effort to learn it in a
very short time, as we had, but the result was really rewarding. The piece combines
modern rhythmical structures and complicated rhythms with lyric traditional Polish
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melodies. The public was really enthusiastic and enjoyed the traditional Polish rhythms
and melodies which appeared in the Concerto.

Michał Ciesielski: Do you think Pasieczny's Concerto Polacco is a difficult piece in
relation to Joaquin Rodrigo’s ''Concierto Madrigal'' or Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco’s
''Concerto for Two Guitars, Op. 201''?
Duo Melis: They are similar in the sense that all of them have difficult runs and
complicated technical passages. Marek’s Concerto has an extra difficulty of complex
modern rhythms.

Michał Ciesielski: What experience have you had with the Concerto after the premiere
in Olsztyn in 2009? Was there anything you would like to change in your process of
preparation for future performances of the Concerto Polacco?
Duo Melis: There are advantages and disadvantages by performing a premier of a
Concerto. On one hand, the music has a special freshness by having not being performed
by anybody else before, on the other hand, after listening to the result, there are many
new ideas developing and we would probably play it very differently next time.

Michał Ciesielski: What can you say about the composer? What are your impressions
after working with him? Did he seek your advice in writing the piece? What did he ask?
What advice did you give? Did he provide specific advice for performance?
Duo Melis: Marek is a very talented young composer and a very nice person with whom
it was very easy to work. The only suggestion we gave him, in an early
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discussion before he began writing the Concerto, was that, since it was going to be a
piece dedicated to us, he may want to use the things that he liked from our performances.
For us, was really important and a great experience to have worked with him on the
Concerto. We spent long hours after the rehearsals with the orchestra, just the three of us,
trying to understand the sound and the musical ideas that he had in mind.

Michał Ciesielski: Marek Pasieczny also wrote a version of the Concerto Polacco for
solo guitar and orchestra. Based on the version for two guitars and orchestra that you
have played, what can you say about the difficulty, and to whom would you recommend
this Concerto? What kind of level does it represent?
Duo Melis: It is a very nice piece that we would recommend to anybody. Of course, it is
quite a demanding piece but really worth the effort to play.

Michał Ciesielski: Do you have your favorite movement in the Concerto Polacco? If so,
please tell me which one and why.
Duo Melis: Every movement has its own characteristics and beauties. If we have to
choose, Alexis’ favorite one is the last movement, the Vivace, and Susana’s favorite is
the fourth movement, the Adagio.

Michał Ciesielski: Are you planning in the near future to play Concerto Polacco again?
If so, when and where?
Duo Melis: Of course, we would like to perform it again, but right now we do not have
any specific date or place.
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CHAPTER THREE
ANALYSIS OF THE CONCERTO POLACCO

''Maestoso, lento assai,'' which means ''stately and very slow'' is a designation of
the opening section of the Concerto Polacco by Marek Pasieczny. The first movement as
inspired by the Polish dance called Chodzony [Hohd-zoh-nih], which means Walking
Dance. The Walking Dance is an archetype for the most important Polish dance called a
Polonaise.
A Chodzony is a Polish processional folk dance also known as polski (Polish),
powolny [pavole-neh] (slow) or pieszy [pi-eh-sheh] (pedestrian).1 Sometimes it is listed
under the names marszałek [mar-shau-ek] (marshal), starodawny [sta-rou-da-wnih]
(ancient) or chmielowy [hmel-ovih] (hoppy).2 The Chodzony was danced among the
ordinary people and later was accepted by the magnates. Like most Polish dances, it is in
triple meter and its roots reach back to the turn of the 16th and 17th Century. The Polish
Walking Dance can be found in different regions of Poland such as Kuyavia, Silesia or
Greater Poland, where people usually danced it in different tempos. The Chodzony dance
in Poland has its roots in the folk wedding dances. Danced after midnight during the
wedding rite called oczepiny [o-chee-pe-nih], it celebrates the wedding guests and the
elderly parents of the bride and groom. The Chodzony relies largely on a combination of
slow and half-rotations where dancers exchange places with each other depending on the

1

Oskar Kolberg, Dzieła Wszystkie: Kujawy Part I and II (Warsaw: Polskie
Wydawnictwo Muzyczne Ludowa Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza, 1867), 199.
2

Andrzej Chodkowski, Encyklopedia Muzyki (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN,
1995), 151.
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decisions of the leader. The pairs dance in a procession around the room following the
leader who is usually the host, is married, and is well accomplished in life.
In the Walking Dance the woman stands to the left of the man, one or two
steps ahead of her partner. The man inclines toward her slightly, raises his right
hand and grabs her raised right hand. Staying together, this pair lead other pairs that
repeat exactly the same steps. At the end of melodic phrases the woman rotates.3 It
is important to remember that the Chodzony, a predecessor of the Polonaise, is still
a much different dance. The Polonaise is brisk and a little bit faster in tempo. It has
rich figures and represents more circular movements, where the man and woman
dance an individual line.
The rhythmical structure of the Chodzony (figure 6) is in triple meter. The
diagram below represents three different rhythmical ideas and cadenzas. These
rhythmical examples belong to a group most commonly used in the Chodzony dance.
The first three are in triple meter and were based mainly on the quarter and eighth note
values. There are two types of cadenza in the Walking Dance. The first is in duple
meter with two quarter notes at the end, and the second cadenza is in triple meter
ending with one quarter rest. Due to the simple rhythm, the Chodzony was very
popular and easy to dance.

3

Kolberg, Dzieła Wszystkie: Kujawy Part I and II, 199.
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Figure 6. Rhythm of Chodzony. Andrzej Chodkowski, Encyklopedia Muzyki (Warszawa:
Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN, 1995), 151.

The first movement of the Concerto Polacco is 107 measures long. From its
beginning, Pasieczny exposes a characteristic rhythm of the Polish dance. It is easy to
notice that the composer decided to use the rhythmical pattern of the dance in a slightly
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different way. The first entrance of the guitar brings the rhythm that is richer, more
syncopated, and is reminiscent of the other Polish dance, the Polonaise. Also, to
emphasize the dance character even more, the composer uses expanded chords with wide
intervals (figure 7).

Figure 7. Expanded guitar part, opening of the first movement. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement I (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 3.

After the short opening measures for the guitar, based on the characteristic Polish
dance rhythm, the orchestra responds with the repetition of a short motive from the guitar
introduction. What is important, after the short and lively answer, is a section in which
orchestra alternates a measure of rest with the thematic idea. This process redoubles the
strength, and with each repeat the dynamic increases. This intensifies the feeling of the
sublime.
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From measure 21, the guitar presents low D Minor chords, after which it introduces the
main theme (figure 8). The theme appears in measure 25 and continues for six bars. It is
worth mentioning that the main melody was created by the composer himself and was
partly based on the Lydian dominant scale, written in the key of D. This synthetic scale,
also called an overtone scale, is very commonly used in music of the Polish
Mountaineers. By using this idea, Pasieczny refers to his Polish roots. After the first six
bars of the thematic presentation, to consolidate its role in the first movement of the
Concerto Polacco, Pasieczny repeats the same material one octave higher. All of the
aforementioned features increase the importance of the first movement, and due in part to
the use of the Chodzony, Pasieczny created a powerful opening to the Concerto, in which
he presents an introduction to Polish music style.
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Figure 8. The introduction of the main theme in the guitar section. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement I (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 7.

Beginning with measure 37, we have a completely new section. The composer
uses a short, two-measure motive from the main theme and creates a development section
in which the guitar and orchestra transform the thematic idea for the next 38 measures.
The middle section ends in measure 75 with a culmination of the orchestra, together with
34

the guitar which plays the rasgueado chords. What is important is that the meter in this
movement is variable (figure 9) and it is based mainly on the eighth note beats. The first
movement of the Concerto Polacco presents mainly the meters in 3/8, 5/8, 6/8 and 7/8.
The exception is the 2/4 and 4/4 meters that appear mainly at the end of the phrase where
we find a cadenza.

Figure 9. The variable meter – the excerpt from guitar and harp. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement I (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 19.

After measure 75 we perceive a return of the material from the beginning of the
first movement. The guitar once again plays the introduction similar to measure 21, and
later from measure 78 the main theme returns. This third section functions as twilight of
the first movement of the Concerto Polacco. To reinforce the billowy character, the
composer uses a percussive element in the guitar part. In measure 101 he writes the word
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'tambora' in the score (figure 10), term that guides the performer to imitate the sound of a
snare drum.

Figure 10. The 'tambora' markings in the guitar section. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement I (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 25.

The entire movement was written in the key of D Minor and presents a form of
ABA’. We can perceive some orchestral influences of composers from the early 20th
Century: thick orchestration, short melodic ideas, many repetitive motives and sudden
meter and dynamic changes (figure 11). These are just a few characteristics of the first
movement that remind us that we are dealing with a 21st-century work. This
compositional style brings to mind other great works of the early 20th-century composers.
The figure below represents afore mentioned features.
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Figure 11. Concerto Polacco – Movement I, full score. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement I (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 18.
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We can understand why Marek Pasieczny chose precisely the Walking Dance for
the first movement. The Chodzony is deeply related to Polish culture, its ceremonies, and
as a predecessor of the Polonaise it cannot be forgotten. This dance celebrates the grand
opening of the new Polish Concerto, a Concerto that is unique for its use of folk music,
but also in the sense that it pays honor to Fryderyk Chopin, a great Polish composer,
known for his works and especially the Polonaises.
The second movement of the Concerto Polacco is titled ''Liberamente quasi
capriccioso – Andante'' and means ''freely, almost whimsical at a walking pace''. Here the
composer uses one of the most important and influential religious songs in Poland, titled
Cichy Zapada Zmrok [chee-heh za-pa-da zm-rock] (Here Comes The Silent Dusk).
The history of the religious song Cichy Zapada Zmrok starts in France, in the
1950’s. The original song titled Pourquoi viens-tu si tard (Why do you come so late) was
written by Père Duval and later translated into Polish language under the title Cichy
Zapada Zmrok.
Père Duval, sometimes called affectionately Aimé (beloved) Duval, was the most
important author and composer of religious pilgrimage songs in the years 1950 to 1980.
He was a French Jesuit priest, singer, songwriter and guitarist, who was successful in all
these professions.
Père Duval was born on June 30, 1918, in a small town Val d’Ajol (Hill of Joy) in
France. Born in a peasant family, as the fifth of nine children, he was baptized in the
Catholic Church in Plombieres on July 11, 1918. He attended primary school in
Plombieres, to which he wandered every day on foot, eight kilometers up to school and
back. When he was 11 years old, on the way to school he found a Belgian priest who had
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fainted. With the help of his father and elder brother, they transported the priest to their
home. It turned out that he was ill. When dying, the priest turned to the little Lucien and
said: "I asked the Lord, send me someone who could replace me. Will you replace me?"4
In 1930, Père Duval continued his education at the Jesuit Fathers School in
Florennes, Belgium. He studied philosophy, astronomy, music, singing, piano and
composition. Six years later, he began his novitiate, and in 1939 he started his military
service. From 1939 to 1941, during the Arab-Israeli war, he participated in French Army
hostilities in Syria. However, all this time he continued his studies in philosophy and
music. In 1943 he became a lecturer at the college, and in 1946 he graduated in theology.
On July 24, 1946, Duval professed the vows and was ordained a priest.
The first compositions of Père Duval appear during his early education at the
Jesuit Fathers School in Florennes. From 1953, known more under the alias Aimè Duval,
he devoted himself to composition of religious songs. Soon he became an important
person in the development of hymns and popular religious songs in France.
His compositions were sung with an accompaniment of guitar. Aimè Duval was
the first priest in the Catholic Church that reached out to a younger generation and
showed a new concept of proclaiming the word of God.
He performed in 45 countries around the world, where he gave more than 3000
concerts, playing before more than 30,000 people in a single concert in Berlin. Aimé
Duval (figure 12) was appreciated for his talent and natural kindness, and for his great
simplicity and joyful way of proclaiming the Gospel.

4

Père Duval, Dziecko i Księżyc, trans. Wanda Wnorowska (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo
Księży Marianów MIC, 2005), 7.
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Figure 12. Jesuite – Père Duval.
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Aim%C3%A9_Duval_(1918-1984).gif (accessed
November 3, 2011).
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In 1956, Editions Studio S.M., a French publishing company, released the first
record of French Jesuit Père Duval. The name of the composer appears on the record as
Aimé Duval and the album is entitled "Seigneur, Mon Ami" (Lord, My Friend). This
album contained four titles: Seigneur, Mon Ami (Lord, My Friend), Pourquoi Viens-Tu
Si Tard (Why Do You Come So Late), Qu'Est-Ce Que J'Ai Dans Ma P'Tite Tête (What
Do I Have In My Little Head) and La Nuit (Night). His first album, "Seigneur, Mon
Ami" was sold in more than 45,000 copies, and after five years from the premiere of his
first record, in the year 1961, the amount of sold records reached one million. After some
time, famous Aimé Duval disappeared from the scene. The press remained silent, and
Jesuits mentioned something about Duval’s disease. During this time no one suspected
him of alcoholism.
Later Duval himself announced the problem and named it a disease of the soul.
The great breakthrough for Père Duval was a meeting of the "Alcoholics Anonymous"
community. On March 20, 1970, Père Duval uttered important words which allowed him
to get rid of the alcohol problem: "My name is Lucien. I am an alcoholic. I say this for
the first time aloud. I say this to myself already for a year. But never aloud, and never
publicly."5 From that moment on, Aimé Duval devoted his life to his brother - alcoholics.
He was convinced that an alcoholic who was healed could help exclusively or almost
exclusively a person with alcoholic tendencies.
In March 1984, Père Duval underwent two operations. After leaving the hospital
he played one last concert. Shortly after that, he suffered a stroke and died. Father Duval
passed away on April 30, 1984, in Metz, France, in his 14th year of abstinence.

5

Duval, Dziecko i Księżyc, 58.
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His way of preaching the Gospel later found many followers. In Poland, Duval’s
songs arrived in the 1960’s and 1970’s. The first translations of Duval’s chansons
appeared in Polish religious music in the sixties. The translation was written by Polish
Catholic priest Stanisław Sierla. The Polish priest was a pioneer of religious popular
songs in Poland, who started to popularize Duval’s way of preaching the word of God.
Stanisław Sierla was born on September 6, 1929, in Chorzów, Poland. He was the
seventh child of the Sierla family. From the beginning, his life was marked for
priesthood. At the age of 10, on June 29, 1939, he almost drowned in one of the ponds in
Chorzów. Exactly 15 years later, Stanislaw Sierla completed the study of theology at the
Jagiellonian University in Krakow and was ordained a priest on St. Peter's Day, June 29,
1954.
Stanisław Sierla grew up in a poor family in Upper Silesia, which was subjected
to strong repression by the Communist authorities. Despite his young age, being still a
high school student, he joined the church organization called the 'Marianus Sodalis' (St.
Mary’s Sodality). 'Marianus Sodalis' was a religious, patriotic and Catholic organization,
whose ideas were regarded as the attempt to overthrow the communist regime. The
sodality helped Stanislaw Sierla decide on his future. Thanks to the organization, he
decided to remain a priest. In 1949, through strong repression of the communist
authorities, the Catholic Church was forced to close many organizations including the St.
Mary's Sodality. The organization to which Priest Sierla belonged to continued its
activities secretly. Because their activities were prohibited by the Communists, they were
arrested. On October 20, 1950, Stanislaw Sierla together with other priests Henryk
Dobrzyński, Henryk Irka, Jerzy Leichmann, Jan Gajdzik and Alojzy Brzoza, was
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arrested, tormented and intimidated by the Communist Safety Authority. Stanisław
Sierla spent seven months in prison. He was a chaplain of the famous independent selfgoverning labor union – Solidarność (Solidarity), and since 1976 editor of "Wiadomości
Dekanalne" (Vicarial News) in Siemianowickie deanery, Siemianowice Slaskie, Poland.
Solidarity was founded on August 31, 1980 in Gdańsk Shipyard and played a
significant role in the overthrow of Communism in Poland. In the years 1980 - 1989, the
independent anti-government organization headed by Lech Walesa organized mass
meetings and strikes against the Communist authorities.
June 4, 1989 is the day of the overthrow of communism in Poland. On this day,
the first democratic elections in Poland took place, and shortly after that the first
democratic government was created. With the help of the Catholic Church and priests,
such as Priest Stanislaw Sierla, Solidarity became closer to the people. Very often the
Catholic Church supported and enlightened the Polish nation. Religious songs were very
important during Communism in Poland. They helped to support and lift the spirit of the
nation. For the Poles, church and prayer were the only escape from reality.
Priest Sierla (figure 13) was named a pioneer of religious songs in Poland. He
organized festivals called "Sacrosong" and created three religious songbooks. In 1993 he
won the Prize of Alexander Skowronski for achievements in culture in Silesia, Poland.
The song Cichy Zapada Zmrok appeared in Poland in the 1970’s in the collection of
religious songs called "Śpiewajcie Panu Pieśń Nową" (Sing to the Lord a New Song).
This collection created by Priest Stanisław Sierla was published by Księgarnia Św. Jacka
in 1971 in Katowice, Poland, and consisted of many religious songs from the previous
Century.
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Figure 13. Priest Stanisław Sierla. Stefan Buchholz, "Dieselbe Liturgie wie zu
Hause," Begegnet Magazine, August 31, 2008: 11.
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Comparing the songs Cichy Zapada Zmrok and Pourquoi viens-tu si tard, we
notice many differences in their textual content and musical form. These disparities
arise from the differences in languages and the accents used in a given expression. The
changes made by Priest Sierla, in Cichy Zapada Zmrok, form a completely new version
of the song, a song created for the Polish nation.
The song Pourquoi viens-tu si tard by Père Duval has a specific construction. It
consists of three stanzas, where each stanza is preceded by four lines of chorus. In the
Polish version of Père Duval’s song, the main difference is the constant change of the text
of the chorus. Cichy Zapada Zmrok, like Pourquoi viens-tu si tard, has the same numbers
of stanzas, but each stanza is preceded by a new chorus with a new text.
Despite these differences in the two songs, we can find many common features.
One of them is certainly the message of faith and spirituality through music. But knowing
the fate and history of Père Duval and Priest Sierla, we can go deeper and see that in both
cases the songs were created to support the people in their hard moments of life.
Certainly the song, Pourquoi viens-tu si tard by Père Duval, was a message
addressed to people associated with the Catholic Church and faith in Christ. However, the
translation of Priest Stanislaw Sierla has an even more profound message. In addition to
the believers, the song functioned as a support for the people oppressed by the
Communists.
One thing is certain. In these two texts, we can find a lot of fear and concerns for
tomorrow. Below, two translations show the differences between French and Polish
versions of the song.
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Pourquoi viens-tu si tard by Père Duval

Pourquoi viens-tu si tard

Why Are You so Late

{au Refrain:}
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Quand il fait déjà noir?
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Mon Seigneur, pour me voir?

{Refrain:}
Why are you so late
When it's already dark?
Why are you so late
My Lord, to see me?

Pourquoi m'as-tu laissé
Désolé aujourd'hui?
Pourquoi n'es-tu passé
Pour causer qu'à la nuit?

Why did you leave me
Sorry now?
Why are you going
To cause that night?

{au Refrain}
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Quand il fait déjà noir?
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Mon Seigneur, pour me voir?

{Refrain:}
Why are you so late
When it's already dark?
Why are you so late
My Lord, to see me?

Pourquoi rester cache
Quand je parle de toi
Et ne pas te montrer
Pour appuyer ma foi?

Why stay hidden
When I talk about you
And not showing
In support of my faith?

{au Refrain}
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Quand il fait déjà noir?
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Mon Seigneur, pour me voir?

{Refrain}
Why are you so late
When it's already dark?
Why are you so late
My Lord, to see me?

Pourquoi es-tu resté
Si longtemps sur la croix?
Tu m'as laissé le temps
De venir jusqu'à toi

Why did you stay
So long on the cross?
You left me time
To come to you
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{au Refrain:}
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Quand il fait déjà noir?
Pourquoi viens-tu si tard
Mon Seigneur, pour me voir?

{Refrain:}
Why are you so late
When it's already dark?
Why are you so late
My Lord, to see me?

Cichy Zapada Zmrok in translation of Stanisław Sierla

Cichy Zapada Zmrok

Here Comes the silent dusk

{Refren:}
Cichy Zapada Zmrok
Idzie już ciemna noc
Cichy Zapada Zmrok
Idzie już ciemna noc

{Refrain:}
Here comes the silent dusk
The dark night comes
Here comes the silent dusk
The dark night comes

Zostań, zostań wśród nas
Bo już ciemno i mgła
Zostań, zostań wśród nas
Tak jak byłeś za dnia

Stay, stay with us
Because it is dark and foggy
Stay, stay with us
Just as You were by day

{Refren 2:}
Panie, nim w twardy sen wpadnę
Tak proszę Cię
Panie, nim w twardy sen wpadnę
Tak proszę Cię

{Refrain 2:}
Lord, before I fall asleep
I beg You
Lord, before I fall asleep
I beg You

Jutro znowu, jak dziś
Jasny obudź nam dzień
Niech przy Tobie trwa myśl
Noc niech zniknie i cień

Tomorrow again, as today
Wake up a bright day
Let thought last with you
Let night and shadow dissappear

{Refren 3:}
W cichym mroku i mgle
Panie mój wołam Cię
W cichym mroku i mgle
Panie mój wołam Cię

{Refrain 3:}
In the quiet darkness and fog
I call you my Lord
In the quiet darkness and fog
I call you my Lord
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Deign to hear and guard
My nights and days
Deign to hear and guard
My eternal returns

Racz wysłuchać i strzec
Moich nocy i dni
Racz wysłuchać i strzec
Wiecznych powrotów mych

Cichy Zapada Zmrok is a song in duple meter that represents a type of popular
Christian religious music. It consists of three stanzas with words directed to God. As we
already know, the text in the Polish version of the Père Duval song differs significantly
from the original, but the main melody has been retained.
Before Pasieczny decided to use the main melody of the Père Duval song in the
second movement of his Concerto Polacco, he used it in his other composition for solo
guitar, Hommage à Alexander Tansman. In 2008, the composer used the main motive of
Cichy Zapada Zmrok in the fourth movement called Impromptu goualante (figure 14).
The second movement of the Concerto Polacco by Pasieczny is in many ways a
contrasting section. Comparing it to the first movement, we can immediately notice the
change of climate and character. The tempo is much slower and creates a restful mood
after a strong impact of the orchestra in the ''Maestoso, lento assai.'' The entire movement
is 137 measures long. The opening section begins with guitar and percussion. The
introduction to the second movement of the Guitar Concerto, is based mainly on
harmonics, which creates a character of a lullaby. In addition, Pasieczny decides to use a
capo on the guitar. Placed on the ninth fret, it gives a nice impression of the sound of a
harp.
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Figure 14. Impromptu goualante, from Hommage à Alexander Tansman. Marek
Pasieczny, Hommage à Alexander Tansman (Kraków: Euterpe, 2008), 25.
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It is worth mentioning that this section is atypical for the guitarist (figure 15). It
uses a lot of wide intervals, expanded chords, frequent meter changes and high pitched
notes. This may cause many technical problems.

Figure 15. The guitar section, presenting atypical material, before the main theme
entrance. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement II (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 1.

As in the first movement the meter is very variable, but this time it is based mainly on
quarter note beats. It uses meters in 2/4, 3/4, 5/4 and 6/4. The main theme of Cichy
Zapada Zmrok appears after seventeen measures of the introduction, precisely in measure
18. It is easy to identify the melody because of the meter stabilization. From measure 18
to measure 24 the section is very stable and is based on triple meter.
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Figure 16. The excerpt from the main theme. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco,
Movement II (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 2.

In the thematic area (figure 16) the orchestral accompaniment is very calm, and it
is hard to notice an unusual compositional technique as in the previous movement. An
earlier mentioned concept of using the capo on the guitar appears only for the first
twenty-nine bars of the second movement. After the first presentation of the main theme
played by the guitar, the capo must be removed (figure 17) and the performer continues
his performance with standard tuning.
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Figure 17. The composer’s note about the capo. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco,
Movement II (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 3.

In the second movement of the Concerto Polacco, the orchestral instrumentation
is mainly confined to strings and percussion instruments. Wind instruments are not used
as widely as they were in the first part of the Guitar Concerto. This group of instruments
appears only once in the second movement of the Concerto Polacco. From bar 41 to 51,
piccolo, flutes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons and horns play together a short 10 measure
fragment that separates the main theme, a more tonal section of the second movement,
from more modernistic ideas, which appear in the second part of the ''Liberamente quasi
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capriccioso – Andante.'' Pasieczny, by using techniques like gliss-harmonic or finger
snaps, makes use of a musical language similar to several 20th-century composers.
Except for the central section, the second movement of the Guitar Concerto has a
lot of rhythmic changes. In every bar or two we are dealing with sudden meter changes.
Measures 52 to 88 present a slightly different concept. The central part, in terms of meter
changes, is more stable. Additionally, it functions as a bridge to the ending of the
movement. What is important is the dynamics used in opposition to the previous section
of the second movement. Here, the frequency of dynamic changes is very high.
In this part the composer decided to mainly use the strings along with the guitar
and harp. From measure 63, the guitar and harp play a short four bar melody in octaves
that is based on the main theme. After that, Pasieczny introduces a ten measure fragment,
in which the guitar plays the harmonics based on arpeggiated chords, and violin performs
a gliss-harmonic (figure 18). This technique makes the mood of the second movement
evolve very quickly. The composer himself outlines in the score that the orchestra is
obligated to play more unevenly.
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Figure 18. Guitar harmonics and violin’s gliss-harmonics. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement II (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 12.

In this way, from a beautiful soothing melody, Pasieczny moves the piece to a
more restless moment of the Concerto. In addition to the use of a capo at the beginning of
this movement, a very interesting concept is the usage of the orchestra to produce the socalled 'raindrops.' From measures 100 to 104, by using finger snaps (figure 19) with both
hands, the orchestra produces the sound similar to rain. Thus, the members of the
orchestra create an outstanding atmosphere in the concert hall. The rain drops appear in
the moment where the ''dusk'' of the second part begins. This fragment of the second
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movement refers to dusk used in the title of the religious song. This time the guitar is
accompanied by the harp which plays alternately both the arpeggios and the glissandos.
After this section, where the meter becomes stable, the ending brings more frequent
meter and dynamic changes, with many markings of 'forte' and 'fortissimo possible.' The
movement ends in measure 137 with the guitar, harp and glockenspiel. All three
instruments, by using techniques like glissando or rasgueado, prepare the audience for the
entrance of the third movement. In addition, the composer places the information in the
scores 'attacca to 3rd movement.' This guides the listener directly to the next movement of
the Concerto Polacco.
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Figure 19. Finger snaps that produce the sound of raindrops. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement II (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 16.
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Despite the French origin of the Père Duval song, Pourquoi viens-tu si tard is
splendidly ingrained in the Polish culture because of a large number of Polish believers,
who identify themselves with the Cichy Zapada Zmrok song. Another connection
between French song and Poland is exemplified in Priest Sierla himself, the beautiful
story of his life and Solidarity that changed the course and history of Poland. Clearly this
shows that the French song possesses not one, but two souls of two different nations.
Today, Cichy Zapada Zmrok, with its great spiritual and musical success, functions in
Poland as a national treasure, and for the further decades Polish people will identify
themselves with this beautiful song. Pasieczny, inspired by the Cichy Zapada Zmrok,
gives us a full picture of Polish spirit in the second movement of his Concerto Polacco.
Certainly, the fact of Polish identification and history gave him a great idea, without
which the composer would not have decided to use a religious song such as Cichy
Zapada Zmrok.
''Allegro spianato molto regolare'', which means fast, smooth but very regular, is
the third movement of the Concerto Polacco. This movement, was based on the Polish
folk song Za Górkę Zaszła [za gur-keh za-shua] (She Dropped By The Hill).
The old folk song comes from the area of Worów Village in Grójec County which
belongs to the west part of Masovian Voivodeship in east-central Poland, called
Mazowsze polne. This area was divided into ten different lands: Warsaw, Liwski,
Wyszogrodzki, Zakroczymski, Ciechanowski, Różański, Nurski, Łomżyński, Wizka and
Czersk.6

6

Oskar Kolberg, Mazowsze – Obraz Etnograficzny: Mazowsze Polne, Vol. 1. (Kraków:
Druk Wł. L. Anczyca i Spółki, 1885), 4.
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The land of Czersk, housed towns and villages such as Czersk, Góra-kalwarya,
Goszczyn, Karczew, Osieck, Otwock, Garwolin, Siennica, Latowicz, Mińsk, Paryszew
and Grójec. Grójec, formerly called Grodziec, is considered to be one of the oldest
settlements in the southern Mazovia. The first trace of settlements, already existed in the
7th Century before the current era. In the 11th and 12th Centuries, Grójec was a castellan
city, organized together with the Catholic parish and archdeaconry that later moved to
Czersk in Piaseczno County, Masovian Voivodeship. The first notes about Grójec appear
in the year 1234. Almost two hundred years later in the year 1419, under the decree of
Masovian Duke Janusz I the Old, Grójec received city rights. Until 1526, Grójec was
located centrally in the Czersk Land and as a county town was a part of the Duchy of
Mazovia.
After the incorporation of Mazovia to the Polish Kingdom, Grójec remained the
county town in the province of Masovia. The city was famous for the manufacture of
excellent strings for handmade instruments and brewing good beer and spirits. In the first
part of the 19th Century, after the third partition of Poland, there was a revival and rapid
growth of the Grójec County. It was associated with the construction of a new road from
Warsaw to Radom. The new connection resulted in revival of trade at the markets and
fairs and re-location of the county seat in Grójec. Later, during World War II, Grójec
served as a shelter and as a food facility for the residents of Warsaw. It was a focus of
local resistance. Today, Grójec/Grodziec is an old settlement, almost 3500 years old. As a
city with 590 years of tradition, it is the county seat in Masovian Voivodeship and is
sometimes called the unwritten capital of the region and the Polish judiciary. There are
other villages in the Grójec County, such as Błędowo, Goszczyn, Jasieniec, Jeziorko,
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Lewin, Luban, Mogilnica, Przybyszewo, Wilkowo and Worów. All the villages form a
regional unity, which allowed them to become the leader among the other counties on the
route from Warsaw to Radom. Worów, a little village in the Grójec county, is located
about three kilometers (two miles) north-west of Grójec (figure 20) and lies on the
Molnica River, about 40 kilometers south of the Polish Capital.7 First notes about Worów
appear in the 16th Century. The name of the village comes from the last name of its
founders–The Worowski family.8 Since the distance between Worów and Grójec was so
small, it is fair to say that the village was 100 percent dependent on the Grójec city. Even
the old church in Worów, which created a central part of the village, belonged to Grójec
deanery.

7

Kolberg, Mazowsze – Obraz Etnograficzny: Mazowsze Polne, 26.

8

Józef Łukaszewicz, Krótki opis historyczny kościołów parochialnych, kościółków,
kaplic, klasztorów, szkólek parochialnych, szpitali i innych zakładów doborczynnych w dawnej
diecezyi poznańskiej, Vol. 3. (Poznań: Księgarnia Jana Konstantego Żupańskiego,1863), 261.
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Figure 20. Location of Grójec in Grójec County, Masovian Voivodeship, Poland. Grójec,
Poland [map]. 2012. Scale undetermined; generated by Michał Ciesielski; using
''maps.google.pl''.<http://maps.google.pl/maps?hl=en&q=gr%C3%B3jec&gs_upl=&bav=
on.2,or.r_gc.r_pw.,cf.osb&biw=1280&bih=625&pdl=500&um=1&ie=UTF8&sa=N&tab=wl> (accessed 25 January 2012).
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The folk song, "She Dropped By The Hill", appears in the collection of Polish
folk songs, published in 1857, titled Pieśni Ludu Polskiego, Vol. 1 (Songs of the Polish
People), written by famous Polish ethnographer, folklorist and composer, Oskar Kolberg.
Henryk Oskar Kolberg was born on February 22, 1814, in Przysucha, Opoczno
County. He was the son of the Polish cartographer and engineer Juliusz Kolberg and
Karolina Mercoeur, who came from a family of French immigrants. The Kolberg family
lived in the annex of Casimir Palace, in the neighborhood of the Chopin family. They
belonged to a small group of people, who permanently were connected with the
intellectual and artistic environment of Warsaw. Between the years 1823 and 1830 Oskar
Kolberg attended the Warsaw Lyceum, where two of his brothers and the famous
Fryderyk Chopin were also students. During his education in the lyceum Oskar Kolberg
studied piano and composition, first with Franciszek Vetter, and later with Józef Elsner,
Chopin's teacher.9 In 1830 the uprising erupted and Chopin left Poland. The Warsaw
Lyceum was closed. Between the years 1832 - 1836 young Kolberg started working as an
administrative officer. At the same time he continued his musical education in Berlin,
first studying composition. He was mainly interested in early romantic piano music and
musical genres, such as Mazurkas and Kujawiaks. In the 1850’s he still worked as a
composer, which resulted in the release of his new opera Król Pasterzy (King of the
Shepherds), in 1853. Later he abandoned composition and directed his interest toward the
documentation of folklore. In late 1830 Kolberg began to gather his first information on
folk songs and melodies. In his first expedition for the research he travelled to the
environs of Warsaw, including Grójec and Worów. He travelled with a group of writers,
9

Oskar Kolberg, Dzieła Wszystkie, Vol. 1. (Wrocław: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne
Ludowa Spółdzielnia Wydawnicza, 1961), XLII.
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painters and musicians including Józef Konopka, Ludwik Norwid and Wojciech Gerson.
Through his travels, Oskar Kolberg gathered hundreds of songs, and in the 1840’s he
released the first collection of his folk songs for voice. Oskar Kolberg cooperated with
Warsaw magazines, primarily with the editors of "Biblioteka Warszawska" (Warsaw
Library), constituting a kind of literary and intellectual salon of the capital. He was coeditor of Encyclopedia Powszechna S. Orgelbrandta (Orgelbrandt Universal
Encyclopedia), which developed the most important glossary of musical terms.
The most important collections of Kolberg's research are: Pieśni Ludu Polskiego
(Songs of the Polish People), released in 1857 and containing more than 400 ballads and
400 dance tunes; "Lud. Jego zwyczaje, sposób życia, mowa, podania, przysłowia,
obrzędy, gusła, zabawy, pieśni, muzyka i tańce" (People. Their habits, way of life,
speech, stories, proverbs, rituals, witchcraft, games, songs, music and dances); series I Sandomierz region, published in 1865; series III and IV – Kujawy region, published
between 1867 and 1869.
In 1878, during the ethnographic exhibitions in Paris, Kolberg received a bronze
medal for his publications. During his life, Oskar Kolberg devoted his time to research
and documentation of Polish Folkore. Today, his works and manuscripts are an
invaluable source for the history of national culture.
Za Górkę Zaszła (She Dropped By The Hill) appears in Oskar Kolberg’s song and
dance collection entitled Pieśni Ludu Polskiego - Vol. 1. The author located the title in
the second section of the book, devoted exclusively to the dances and songs sung during
the dance. All titles in the collection have been divided according to their Masovian land
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origin. "She Dropped By The Hill" occurs with a position number of 348 and was placed
along with other short songs from the Grójec area.
The song Za Górkę Zaszła [za gur-keh za-shua] (She Dropped By The Hill), used
by Pasieczny as the third part of the Concerto Polacco, belongs to a group of short songs
sung during the lively dance. With a fast tempo of quarter notes, from 140 to 175, it
qualifies under the dances such as Oberek and Krakowiak. The main element in the
performance of these short songs was to break off the last note while shouting "Hu, ha."
In addition, the second part of this additive was shouted an octave higher. A very
common procedure in the songs of this type was adding exclamations of "dana"[da-na],
"hejże" [hey-sh-e] (Whoopee), and "hola"[ho-la]. An accent, as in singing and in dancing,
falls very often on the weak part of the bar, in this case on beat two.10 The lyrics were full
of humor and feelings, but the words and content of these brief songs were often not
considered in good taste.11
Among all the works written down by Oskar Kolberg, we find several that are full
of wisdom. All the songs were used not only during amusements at the inn but also
during housework, in the field, at harvest and at the cradle. During amusements, dances
combined in sets. The most common dances were the Kujawiak [Koo-ia-via-k] and the
Oberek [O-bear-eq]. 12

10

Oskar Kolberg, Pieśni Ludu Polskiego, Vol. 1. (Warsaw: Drukarnia J. Jaworskiego,
1857), VII.
11

Kolberg, Pieśni Ludu Polskiego, X.

12

Kolberg, Pieśni Ludu Polskiego, VII.
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The song Za Górkę Zaszła (figure 21), with its rhythmical structure, is classified
with songs written in the Oberek style. The diagram below shows the song Za Górkę
Zaszła, written in a distinctive rhythm of Oberek.

Figure 21. Za Górkę Zaszła, from the collection of folk melodies by Oskar Kolberg.
Andrzej Chodkowski, Encyklopedia Muzyki (Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN,
1995), 623.

According to Ada Dziewanowska’s book Polish Folk Dances and Songs: A Step
by Step Guide, Oberek is: "…a joyful, exuberant and noisy dance with stamps and
shouts."13 The term Oberek appeared for the first time in 1697 and was used by Adam

13

Ada Dziewanowska, Polish Folk Dances and Songs: A Step by Step Guide (New York:
Hippocrene Books Publishing, 1997), 591.
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Korczyński in a book entitled Lanczafty.14 Its name is derived from the verb obracać się
[o-bra-tsa-tsh], which means 'to spin.' This whirling dance consists of many lifts and
jumps and belongs to a group of triple meter dances, which feature a Mazurka rhythm.
These are: Kujawiak, Mazur, Mazurka and Oberek. The differences between the four
dances are in the tempo. Oberek is the fastest among these four dances.15
The national dances were often performed by folk dance groups that used the
appropriate costume for the right dance. Oberek, also named Obertas or Ober, originally
comes from the Masovia voivodeship (Mazowsze) and requires from the dancers a proper
costume: "…sleeveless coloured jacket, red, yellow and blue striped trousers tucked into
riding boots. (…) The woman’s costume consists of a full striped skirt and apron and a
close-fitting sleeveless bodice of bright hue over a fine white linen blouse."16 The Oberek
was danced in couples (figure 22), which form a circle. Pairs rotate to the right, all over
the circle, as well as around thier own axis. An important element of the Oberek was the
"pod słońce" [p-odd suon-ce] (against the sun) direction, during which the strongest
dancer could change the dance direction to clockwise. Then the direction of the dance
was called "ze słońcem" [zie suon-ce-m] (with the sun).

14

Chodkowski, Encyklopedia Muzyki, 623.

15

Chodkowski, Encyklopedia Muzyki, 623.

16

Helen Wolska, Dances of Poland (London: Max Parrish & Company, 1952), 16.
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Figure 22. Oberek dancers. Robin Rinaldi, European Dance: Ireland, Poland, Spain and
Greece, 2nd ed. (New York: Chelsea House Publications, 2010), 63.

Za Górkę Zaszła certainly does not belong to the songs that deliver a lot of
wisdom and affection. It is a simple song, with a simple text, addressed to ordinary
people. It does not deliver any important messages for society, and with its minor mood,
it may be classified as a song designed to assist during work hours. The translated lyrics
tell a short story of a girl who aroused admiration in a man.
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Za Górkę Zaszła

She Dropped By The Hill

(od Worów/Grójec)

(from Worów/Grójec)

Za górkę zaszła

She dropped by the hill

i w nóżkę trzasła.

and hit her leg.

Dała mu gęby,

She gave him a kiss,

za garnek masła.

for the pot with butter.

Dałbym jej drugi

I would give her a second one

i dwie gomułki

and two "Gomulka's"17

by ze mną poszła

For her to go with me

do onej górki.

to that hill.

The third movement entitled ''Allegro spianato molto regolare'' is a central part of
the Concerto and, compared with the previous movements, is shorter and begins in an
unusual way. Tone clusters used at the very beginning of the first measure, connects it
with the ending of the second movement. Looking at the last five measures of the second
movement of Concerto Polacco ''Liberamente quasi capriccioso – Andante'' we notice
that the harp presents a few fast passages with glissandos which prepare the audience for
the upcoming fast tempo in the third movement. This short fragment can be called an
introduction to the third part of the Concerto.
17

Władysław Migdał, and Łukasz Migdał, "Słownictwo gwarowe w hodowli
zwierząt," Wiadomości Zootechniczne 46 (2008): 55. The word Gomułki [gum-ou-ki], is an Old
Polish term, known for ancient ways of preparing Polish cheese in the shape of whetstone
(sharpener).
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The triple meter song Za Górkę Zaszła (She Dropped By The Hill) originally
appears in Kolberg’s collection in the key of G Minor. In the Concerto Polacco,
Pasieczny transposed the main melody up a Major sixth from the main key and moved
the main motive in to the key of E Minor. This procedure allowed him to follow-up the
plan from the previous parts of the Concerto, where the melodies were played on the
guitar in the high register.
From the beginning, the third movement of the Concerto Polacco begins in a fast
tempo and has a nervous rhythmic character, which imitates the spirit of Oberek. The first
few measures played by the string section give us an impression of stamping pairs during
the dance. This treatment was gained by using articulation techniques similar to those in
the compositions of Béla Bartók. Two techniques, pizzicato and snap pizzicato, cause a
feeling of fast run and jumps. The picture below shows the composer’s instructions
(figure 23) in the strings section.
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Figure 23. Pasieczny’s comments for the first violins and viola sections. Marek
Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement III (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 2.

As we can see, Marek Pasieczny placed two performance notes, one for the first
violins and the second for the viola section. In the first comment, the composer indicates
that instruments from this group need to produce a light, metallic sound by muffling the
strings with the left hand. At the same time the right hand strikes the strings at the height
of the neck. In the next comment the composer states that the primary task of this group
of instruments is to create a contrasting sound to the first violins. According to
Pasieczny's guidance the violas produce a strong, metallic sound 'ala Bartók pizzicato',
where the left hand does not muffle the strings.
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The main motive of Za Górkę Zaszła appears for the first time in measure nine in
the third movement of the Concerto Polacco. After seven bars of percussive music,
designed to imitate the entrance of the Oberek dancers, the composer introduces the folk
song theme in the viola section. The main melody is transposed to the key of E Minor and
deployed within three measures. This time Pasieczny creates a rhythmical pattern that
varies from the original but imitates it perfectly.
In the image below we can see the ''Za Górkę Zaszła'' theme, written in a
distinctive rhythm. It starts in measure nine in the viola section (figure 24), on an F
Sharp, and ends after three bars on the note B. The melody is written in the 4/2 meter,
which indicates four half-notes per measure. To obtain the original folk song idea the
composer places twelve eighth-notes per measure and divides them into four groups.
Instead of placing a quarter note after four eighth-notes, he decides to place an eighth
note rest after every fifth note in the pattern. Despite the different rhythmic patterns and
transpositions of the theme, we can still easily recognize the melody during the
performance.
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Figure 24. The main theme of ''Za Górkę Zaszła'' in the viola section. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement III (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 2.

The guitar part begins in measure 12, and what is important is that it does not start
with the main theme as we expect. To conform the guitar to other instruments, Pasieczny
adds another percussive effect. The picture below presents the composer’s instruction
(figure 25), in measure 11, before the guitar enters: ''damp open strings E, B, G with left
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hand (near XIIth position) and play quasi arp. with 'i' finger like with plectron on the other
side of left hand (around Vth position).''18

Figure 25. Guitar entrance and the composer’s instructions in the third movement of
Concerto Polacco. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement III (Warsaw: ZAiKS,
2009), 2.

18

Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement III (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 2.
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This effect strengthens the dance character. After three bars of percussive
entrance, the main theme appears in the guitar part in measure 15. To distinguish the
guitar from the orchestra, the composer adds extra grace notes that make this theme even
livelier. As in the viola section, where the main theme was deployed in three measures,
here the Za Górkę Zaszła melody ends after three bars. From measure 18, Pasieczny
exposes the theme even more and repeats it an octave higher.
After the guitar theme presentation, the composer takes the third movement into a
different mood. As in the previous movements, now in ''Allegro spianato molto regolare''
Pasieczny does not refrain from using inspiration from his favorite composers and
musicians. It is not difficult in the third movement of the Concerto to notice Pasieczny’s
fondness for jazz music. From measure 21 starting with the combination of whole tone
and diminished scales, the composer presents musical material that uses jazz and folk
themes together. This five-measure fragment takes us to the most impressive moment in
the whole piece. Measure 25 exploits elements of a chromatic scale that imitates typical
jazz music. Interestingly enough, is that the jazz features used within the movement do
not cause a loss of character and interact perfectly with the folk song mood.
To strengthen the appearance of the jazz music concept in the Concerto, Pasieczny adds a
'maracas' instrument in the percussion section. Continuing the jazz idea, he adds some
folk theme elements in perfect fifths. This idea produces a sound similar to rock guitar
and was created by using 'i' and 'p' fingers mingled together. The concept imitates the
pick usually used in the right hand on the electric guitar.
Another important factor in the third movement is the intertwining of the folk
melody, performed with the percussion effect, which appeared for the first time at the
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entrance of the guitar. By using this technique Marek Pasieczny reminds us of the
importance of rhythm derived from the Za Górkę Zaszła song. In measure 35 the
composer decides to suppress the orchestra slightly. All instruments begin to fade, to
reintroduce the rhythmical elements from the very beginning of the movement. At the
same time, as previously in this part of the Concerto, we can hear the thematic segments
that were not used, this time played alternately by the guitar and violins. They recall the
main folk melody.
The last fifteen measures that end the third part of the Concerto are important.
They are very nervous and aggressive. The idea possibly could originate in the division
of roles between a woman and a man in the Oberek dance. The female dance steps are
more sedate and basic, while the man diversifies the dance by stronger stamps or by
crouches. Hence, most likely at the end of the third movement, the idea of heavy accented
chords played by the guitar and harp, appears. This concept might imitate the male role in
the Oberek.
The last three measures use an identical chord played earlier by the guitar and
harp. The chord, presented simultaneously in these two instruments, uses very wide
intervals between the notes. After brief analysis, we can notice three adjacent pitches,
each separated by semitones, but placed in two different octaves. The notes, 'A# ', 'B ' and
'C ', create a prototypical tone cluster that strengthens the earlier mentioned nervousness.
The last measure of the ''Allegro spianato molto regolare'' was designed by Marek
Pasieczny almost in the same way as the first measure used at the beginning of the
movement. This time, by using the adjacent tones which create a prototypical tone cluster
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(figure 26), he creates a sound and effect similar to the beginning of the orchestral
entrance.In addition, he uses a 'Bartók Pizzicato' technique in the string section.

Figure 26. The tone cluster of the orchestra at the end of the third movement. Marek
Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement III (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 10.
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When we look closely at the form of the third movement, we can see some
references to the title "She Dropped By The Hill." The movement is made up of fortynine measures, and its form creates a kind of 'hill.' The section from measure 1 to
measure 25, with the constantly ascending melody, represents climbing. Measure 26,
with its descending jazz scales, represents the beginning of descent. The descent idea is
continued to the end of the movement.
The central movement, based on a Polish folk song Za Górkę Zaszła, uses many
unusual ideas that make the third part of the Concerto very unique. The usage of
compositional techniques taken from Bartók or creating a sound and spirit like jazz music
represents a kind of a mountain peak in the Concerto Polacco. These features help the
composer reveal a different image of the classical guitar. As we know, the third part of
the Concerto is very short compared to the other movements. The composer probably
decided to create a summit on which the listener would experience a lot of interesting
emotions and sensations, but it does not stop his willingness to continue the journey
further in the Concerto Polacco.
The fourth movement of the Concerto Polacco is entitled ''Adagio mesto et molto
espressivo'', which means ''very expressive, sad and slow,'' and was inspired by the Polish
lullaby "Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko lipowa " [oi ko-wish mi si ko-wish koli-bei-ko
li-pova] (Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle).
The old lullaby has its origins in the area of Łubcze [whoop-che] village. The
small village lies in the land of Wyżyny Polskie (Polish Uplands), eastern Poland, more
precisely in the northern part of Równina Bełska (Belz Plain), which borders with
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mesoregion19, called Grzęda Sokalska (Sokalska Perch). The plain of the Bełz [Beu-tz], a
physical - geographical mesoregion in the southeastern part of Poland, is located between
two other regions, Roztocza (Mites) and Grzęda Sokalska (Sokalska Perch). It belongs to
a group of rich agricultural region where wheat, sugar beets, canola, tobacco and hops are
grown. It is also a highly developed market for gardening and orcharding. The presence
of good soil and sound farming traditions make this region fertile and abundant in
produce. The name of the Równina Bełska (Belz Plain) region (figure 27) comes from the
city of Bełz [Beu-tz], located currently in the Ukraine, which from the 12th to the late 15th
Century, served as a central city of the Duchy of Belz. In the year 1462, when Poland
existed under the name of Crown of Poland, part of this land was annexed to Poland by
Polish King Kazimierz IV Jagiellończyk (Casimir IV).20 Under this act the Belz
Voivodeship was formed. Today, the Belz Plain covers the northern part of municipalities
like Jarczów, Ulhówek and Korczmin, and belongs to Tomaszów Lubelski County in
Lublin Voivodeship.

19

Rajmund Mydel, Atlas Polski, Vol. 1. (Kraków: Oficyna Wydawnicza Fogra, 2001), 42
– 44. The word Mesoregion – is a subordinate unit, which is a part of the macroregion. In regions
with more complex structure, the mesoregions are divided into smaller units, called microregions.
20

Jozafat Ohryzko, Volumina Legum, Vol. 1. (Petersburg: Nakładem i Drukiem Jozafata
Ohryzki, 1859), 91.
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Figure 27. Równina Bełska (Belska Plain), located in eastern Poland. Równina Bełska,
Poland [map]. 2012. Scale undetermined; generated and created by Michał Ciesielski;
using "maps.google.pl" (accessed 05 February 2012).
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Like many communes, the Jarczów Commune functions as a headquarters for
other towns and villages. The Łubcze village is one of these. The small village, located in
the eastern-central part of the Jarczów Commune, plays a significant role in the history of
the folk song "Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko lipowa" (Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden
Cradle). With approximately 356 people in population, Łubcze (figure 28) belongs to a
very distinctive area in Poland's folk history. Its fame owes to a famous singer and
musician, Joanna Rachańska from Łubcze.
Joanna Rachańska was born on July 11, 1918, in the small village Szlatyn [sh-latin], about one half mile south of Łubcze. Szlatyn, like many other villages located near
the Ukraine border, was a Polish – Ukrainian village, in which both the Catholic and
Orthodox religions were practiced. Joanna Rachańska, taking the examples from her
mother and grandmother, often participated in the celebrations in the village by singing at
weddings and christenings or during Easter. Weddings and christenings often took place
at the same time as other festive occasions such as Easter.21
Joanna Rachańska spent her youth in the home village. She and her husband
moved to Łubcze after they were married. In the late 1960’s, a very popular social
activity called "Days of the Village" became very popular. Through such activities, local
singers had the opportunity to gain notoriety.

21

Halina Górska, ''Śpiewaczka z Łubcza,'' Zamojski Kwartalnik Kulturalny 50 (1996):

65.
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Figure 28. Łubcze in Jarczów Commune, Tomaszów Lubelski County, Lublin
Voivodeship, Poland. Łubcze in Jarczów Commune, Poland [map]. 2012. Scale
undetermined; generated by Michał Ciesielski; using “tygodnikzamojski.pl”.
http://www.tygodnikzamojski.pl/artykul/12983/gmina-jarczow.html (accessed February
12, 2012).
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Rachańska had her first debut on the stage in the early 70’s, during the celebration
of the Susiec Village Day. Before that, she was a typical village woman that helped her
husband with hard work in the field.22 From the time that Rachańska had her stage debut,
she became an integral part of all local festivals. She won many awards and honors such
as: second prize in the category of singer/soloist at Festival of Folk Bands and Singers in
Kazimierz, 1973 (figure 29); the Oskar Kolberg Award for contributions to Polish
culture; first prize in the category soloist, at "Baszta" [bash-ta] festival in 1982; and a
special award for vintage repertoire in 1995.23
Rachańska, who specialized mainly in folk repertoire, made many great
recordings that are played today on folk radio programs. Thanks to her, we can listen to
old lullabies, christmas carols, love songs, wedding songs or harvest songs performed in
the original dialect. Joanna Rachańska performed and glorified many folk melodies from
this district. One of them is Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko lipowa (Oh Sway Me, Sway
Linden Cradle). She died in the Łubcze village in 2001.
The area of Łubcze, due to its location represents the borderland, between cultures
of two different nations, in which share the traditions, rituals, costumes, and even
languages. Undoubtedly, the impact of these cultural elements, contributed to the choice
and originality of Rachańska’s repertoire. An important element that combines the
borderland was the language called "Chachłacki" [hah-wah-c-key]. This dialect, is a mix
of the Ukrainian language with Polish, Belarusian or Russian languages. "Chachłacki"
dialect belongs to the so-called oral tradition, which is characterized by a variety of verbs
or individual words depending on the particular village. The term "Chachłacki" comes
22

Górska, ''Śpiewaczka z Łubcza,'' 65.

23

Górska, ''Śpiewaczka z Łubcza,'' 65.
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Figure 29. Joanna Rachańska during the performance in Festival of Folk Bands and
Singers in Kazimierz, 1995. Zbigniew J. Nita, ''Twórczość Ludowa,'' Kwartalnik
Stowarzyszenia Twórców Ludowych 10, No. 2-3 (1995): 37.
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from the word "Chachły" [hah-we] (negligence) that originates from the negative
terminology used for Ukrainians by the Russians. The meaning of the term indicates a
careless, dirty pronunciation, which imitates the Russian language. Today, on the eastern
Polish territories and western Ukraine, the term "Chachły" despises the people that use a
careless pronunciation, though not everywhere, this term have a pejorative meaning.
An excellent example of the folk song that uses the borderland dialect is the
lullaby Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko lipowa (Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle),
sung by Joanna Rachańska from Łubcze. The song appears in the collection of Polish
folk melodies W polu lipejka (A Lime-tree in the Field), created in 1988 in Zamość by
Dr. Jan Adamowski, a Professor at the Marie Curie-Skłodowska University in Lublin,
Poland. A collection of 500 pieces, W polu lipejka was published in 1988 by
Wojewódzki Dom Kultury (Regional House of Culture) in Zamość City.24 The contents
include the repertoire performed by the winners of ''Folk Bands and Singers in Kazimierz
on the Wisła River Festival'' in Zamość, Poland.
The lullaby "Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle" was probably notated for the
first time on sheet music by Dr. Jan Adamowski. By using the original audio recording of
Rachańska, who sang in 1979 at the Festival in Kazimierz, he created a very unique
document, which contains the original folk melody and two stanzas of the lullaby. The
main melody used within the piece was sung with different texts. The examples of these
lyrics were given by Dr. Adamowicz in the W Polu Lipejka collection (figure 30). The
texts were probably choosen for the occasion, and their topic focuses on the relationship
between children and their parents.The translation below shows the original text of the
folk song from Łubcze called "Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle".
24

Jan Adamowski, W Polu Lipejka (Zamość: Wojewódzki Dom Kultury, 1988), 33.
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Oj, Kołysz Mi Si, Kołysz

Oh, Sway Me, Sway,

Kolibejko Lipowa

Linden Cradle

Oj, kołysz mi si, kołysz

Oh, sway me, sway,

kolibejko lipowa,

linden cradle,

oj, niechże mi si w tobi

oh, let the child

ta dziecina wychowa.

grow up in you.

Oj, kołysz mi si, kołysz

Oh, sway me, sway,

oj, kolibejko lipia,

oh, linden cradle

oj, niechże mi si w tobi

oh, let the child

ta dziecina wysypia.

sleep enough in you.

The text of the song presents a kind of monologue of the person who asks for the
custody of a child. What is interesting is that the requester does not ask for help from the
other person, but rather is making a request of the cradle. The cradle was personalized
and equated with people who were able to surround a small child with their care and
warmth.
Since the Middle Ages, the cradle had a great importance to humans. The reason
was that usually the cradle had the most common contact with the little child. This
created a kind of trust between the parents and the object. Although it is only an object,
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by leaving the child alone at night in the cradle, parents left their responsibilities as well.
The cradle, often made from wood, carries with it even more important conclusions.
Sometimes passed on from our grandfathers, it relates to our roots and ancestors, bringing
us a lot of memories and values.
The roots of "Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle" lullaby, reach back to ancient
times. Like most folk lullabies, it is a simple and repetitive song in triple meter. It
includes four major elements of the traditional lullaby: the triple meter, which gives a
swaying impression, a cappella technique, ritardando and diminuendo. These features
help to obtain a sense of calmness.
The most important feature in the performance of Łubcze's lullabies is the singing
technique called Biały Śpiew (White Singing), sometimes called Śpiewokrzyk (Shout
Singing). White Singing, performed in Poland, Ukraine and Belarus, may be classified
as an archaic singing that presents a spontaneous form of expression. This characteristic
and common element in singing is an inherent part in the folk song performance in the
Biłgoraj area, Poland. The White Singing technique is used in typical folk music and it
involves the usage of all possible resonators. By slowly exhaling from the diaphragm
through the open throat, the melody is extracted by shout. This provides a strange
impression that the singer is producing several voices simultaneously.
Another characteristic feature of White Singing is Łatkowanie (Patching). The
technique was based on melismas and performed at a slow tempo making it difficult to
determine the song’s meter. By patching the song becomes free and expressive, and also
difficult to notate in a manner that would adequately represent an actual performance.
This element in folk music is called a free-metric idea, associated primarily with Biłgoraj,
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an area in southeastern Poland, which was described for the first time by Anna
Czekanowska in the book entitled Pieśni Biłgorajskie (Biłgoraj Songs).25

Figure 30. Kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko lipowa from W Polu Lipejka collection. Jan
Adamowski, W Polu Lipejka (Zamość: Wojewódzki Dom Kultury, 1988), 33.

25

Anna Czekanowska, Pieśni Biłgorajskie - Przyczynek do interpretacji polskiego
pogranicza południowo - wschodniego, Vol. 18. (Wrocław: Prace i materiały etnograficzne
Polskiego Towarzystwa Ludoznawczego, Wrocław 1961), 64.
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The fourth movement of the Concerto based on the "Oh Sway Me, Sway Linden
Cradle" was written in the key of D Minor. It contains just 104 measures and it is the
shortest movement of the Concerto. Pasieczny's approach to this movement was very
similar to the previous parts of the Concerto Polacco. By using the old folk lullaby with a
distinctive rhythm, the composer creates a unique harmony that allowes him to present
together the roots of Polish Folk music as well as the origins of the guitar. ''Adagio mesto
et molto espressivo'' attracts our attention from the first beat. The string section provides
a static rhythm with a subdued accompaniment after which in measure five an oboe
presents a beautiful, lyrical theme based on the lullaby "Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden
Cradle". After the first few notes played by the oboe, we can easily say that again Marek
Pasieczny exposes his compositional influences. As it was in the previous movements,
where Pasieczny showed the influence of composers like Penderecki, Stravinsky, or
elements of jazz music in the style of Pat Metheny, here also we can sense the influence
of Spanish music.
A slow-moving accompaniment in the string section, combined with the theme
played by the oboe, brings to mind the "Adagio" from the second movement of the
famous Conierto de Aranjuez by Joaquin Rodrigo. The melody continues until measure
22, where the guitar has its first entrance.
Here the guitar can be identified more as a virtuoso instrument. Looking carefully
at the score of the Concerto, from the beginning of the guitar entrance in measure 22, we
can observe many short but fast runs constructed of 32nd notes and 16th note triplets. The
fourth movement was meant to display the ability and skills of the performer. Thus, from
measure 22, the guitar starts playing in low register, and within the next three measures it
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moves quickly up to the high register, around the 12th fret. By keeping the melody high,
Pasieczny continues his idea from the previous parts of the Concerto. The main theme
(figure 31), based on the lullaby, appears in measure 25 and it runs for next 16 measures.
The melody played by the guitar uses a rhythmically pattern based on a dotted 8th note,
followed by 16th and 8th note triplets. This idea occurred earlier in the oboe part, and here
it adds lightness and liveliness to the movement.

Figure 31. The main theme played by guitar. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco,
Movement IV(Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 3.
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The guitar ends the thematic section in measure 41, with octaves based on the
dotted rhythm. In order to strengthen the ending of the theme, Pasieczny adds
glockenspiel, which plays in octaves with the guitar (figure 32). The fore mentioned
features, combined together with the virtuosic ideas, show that the composer’s intention
was probably meant to create a movement that would evoke the origins and character of
the guitar, without losing the spirit of Polish music.

Figure 32. Glockenspiel and guitar, playing in octaves. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement IV (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 4.

Another important feature of the fourth movement is harplike imitation played by
the guitar. Before each important guitar entrance the harp presents a passage of notes,
based on the octatonic scale and connected with a glissando. Right after the harp
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concludes a gesture, the guitar repeats the pattern in the same order (figure 33), consisting
of the same notes in augmented rhythmic values.

Figure 33. A harp imitations played by guitar. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco,
Movement IV (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 4.

In bar 41, where the thematic section ends, begins a three measure bridge that
moves the movement into a new virtuoso section. The new section is 37 measures in
length and concludes in measure 84. This area begins with the guitar entrance in measure
45 and introduces many modulations and fast runs. Through this operation the composer
takes us from the main key of D Minor to the key of E Minor in which occurs the climax.
The performer must perform a short section that should sound improvisatory in nature.
The improvisatory like passage (figure 34) is actually written in the score and its idea is
to show the skills of the performer. Due to the usage of the earlier mentioned high
register, it is not an easy task to play this section. The excerpt below presents the
fragment with the virtuoso-improvisation concept.
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Figure 34. A virtuosic section in the guitar. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco,
Movement IV (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 6.

The longest section in this movement attracts the attention because of the climax
that appears between measures 62 and 87. To build the tension within the movement,
Pasieczny uses the strings and wood-wind instruments together (figure 35) and presents
the main melody taken from "Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle". To strengthen the
importance of this thematic presentation, in measure 70 he adds a brass section to the
guitar part.
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Figure 35. The main theme played by the whole orchestra. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement IV (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 9.
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After the climax, the last section appears. It presents a very interesting concept,
based on a duet for guitar and violin. This idea is closely related to the interests of the
composer. In 2008, Les Productions Publishing released Pasieczny’s composition titled
Six Folk Melodies for Guitar and Violin. He wrote this piece in December 2007 and
dedicated it to a worldwide renowned classical guitar journalist Colin Cooper. This
composition, awarded in May 2008, during the 11th International Polish Radio Festival
The New Traditions, was based on the concept of Witold Lutosławski’s 5 Folk Melodies
for String Orchestra.26 This fact shows that Marek Pasieczny was interested in the
concept of folk music duet much earlier than the Concerto Polacco, but here in the fourth
movement he used it as the ending and created a unique atmosphere. A beautiful guitar
and violin duet (figure 36), is included between measures 85 and 99, during which the
guitar plays the 8th note triplets accompaniment and the violin plays an enriched and
varied folk melody.
Marek Pasieczny uses his compositional skills in a perfect manner. He creates a
beautiful, very lyrical, but virtuosic fragment, which without respite carries the audience
to the last breath of the fourth part of the Concerto. The last five measures of the ''Adagio
mesto et molto espressivo'' use the incomplete orchestration. Aiming toward the end of
the fourth movement, the triangle, guitar, harp and strings section plays half notes and
remains suspended until the end. What is important is that the composer applies the idea
which is similar to the harmonic device often used in European classical music.
Pasieczny decides to raise the third of the tonic as in the Picardy Third. Therfore the last

26

Marek Pasieczny, Six Folk Melodies for Guitar and Violin: Preface (Quebec: Les
Productions d’OZ, 2008).
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measure of the fourth movement exploits the dotted half note chord in the key of D
Major, instead of D Minor.

Figure 36. An excerpt from the violin and guitar duo. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement IV (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 12.

The penultimate movement of the Concerto Polacco creates a unique atmosphere
in the whole composition. By using compositional stylistic forms, this part of the
Concerto perfectly reproduces the old folk lullaby "Oj kołysz mi si, kołysz kolibejko
lipowa " (Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle) and reflects the true old Polish culture.
The elements, like distinctive irregular rhythms and the combination of the strings section
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with the oboe at the very beginning of the movement, guide the listener directly to the
composer’s mind and reflect his intentions.
In the three previous movements, Marek Pasieczny showed mainly the rhythms
and melodies that were closely related to Poland. As before, also here in the fourth part of
the Concerto, the composer used the Polish folk melody as the main theme, but this time
with a concept of creating images related to the roots and history of the guitar, reminding
us how important the role of this instrument is in the whole composition.
The final movement of the Concerto Polacco, is titled "Vivace giocoso et
brillante," which means "Lively, gaily with sparkle". The fifth part of the Concerto is
based on the Polish folk dance Polka Wściekła [paul-ka wsh-chee-qua] (Wild Polka),
which belongs to the group of spin dances.
Polka Wściekła (Wild Polka) represents folklore from Sądecczyzna [son-de-tschzna], a southern region of Poland, and describes a group of ethnic Poles who live in
southern lower Poland called ''Lachy Sądeckie'' [la-hy son-dez-kie]. Małopolska [ma-wupol-ska] Voivodeship (Lesser Poland Voivodeship) is one of 16 Polish voivodeships,
which covers the southeastern part of the Country. It borders with Slovakia and includes
the area of Polish mountains such as Tatry, Pieniny [pee-en-i-ny] and Beskidy [bes-keedy]. Its capital city is Krakow. As in other voivodeships, Małopolska (figure 37) has its
internal administrative division into regions. There are five regions: Kraków
Metropolitan Area, Subregion Tarnowski [tar-nov-ski], Subregion Sądecki [son-dez-ki],
Subregion Podhale [pod-ha-le] and West Lesser Poland. The Subregion Sądecki, socalled Sądecczyzna, lies in thesouthern part of the voivodeship and includes the area of
Valley Sądecka, a part of
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Figure 37. Małopolska (Lesser Poland Vovoideship), Poland. Map of Małopolska,
Poland [map]. 2012. Scale undetermined; map generated and created by Michał
Ciesielski; using "maps.google.pl" (accessed March 31, 2012).
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the Carpathian Foothills and mountain range, called Beskid Sadecki [bess-kid son-dezki]. This territory contains four counties: Nowy Sącz [novy son-tsh], Gorlicki [gore-litzkee], Limanowski [limanoff-ski] and Nowosądecki [no-vou-son-dez-ki]. Sądecczyzna,
besides the Sadecka Valley that is relatively flat, is a mountainous area, where the
buildings extend to the valleys.27
Sądecczyzna (figure 38) is inhabited by two major ethnic groups, Lachy Sadeckie
and Łąccki [won-ts-ki] Mountaineers, who have their own subgroup, called the White
Mountaineers. These two ethnic groups, Lachy and Łąccki, are easy to distinguish by
their mountaineer style outfit, and the distribution of boundaries that are strictly
determined by the houses, built along the border. The border of these two groups has
been described in great detail in the book of Lidia Michalikowa: ''This boundary runs
from Łomnica and Piwniczna on the Poprad, Radziejow ridge to the north, leaving on the
western side the mountain villages: Obidza and Brzyna, and after exceeding Dunajec
River: Maszkowice, Łącko, Kicznię, Zagorzyn, Młyńczyska, Kamienicę, Zbludzę i
Zalesie. Villages on the east of a mentioned boundary line, are called Lachowskie
villages: Jazowsko, Olszana, Szczereż, Czarny Potok, Łukowica, Przyszowa, Słopnice.
Next, the boundary turns east, following the ridge of Jaworzno, to Lake Rożnowski.''28
The term Lachy, is closely related to the word Lach, which in the language of the
people living in the area means, the Pole. Its idea was to determine the Polish origin
within the other ethnic groups. The main center of the Lachy Sądeckie is Podegrodzie
27

Magdalena Michniewska, Artur Michniewski, and Marta Duda, Kościoły drewniane
Karpat - Polska i Słowacja: Przewodnik (Piastów: Oficyna Wydawnicza Rewasz, 2006), 131.
28

Lidia Michalikowa, Zofia and Stanisław Chrząstowscy, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich
(Warsaw: Centralny Ośrodek Metodyki Upowszechniania Kultury, 1974), 14.
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village. The population of the village is about a 1000 residents, and it is located in the
center of Sadecka Valley, about 12 kilometers west of Nowy Sacz.29

Figure 38. Map of Sądecczyzna and its boundaries. Lidia Michalikowa, Zofia and
Stanisław Chrząstowscy, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich (Warsaw: Centralny Ośrodek
Metodyki Upowszechniania Kultury, 1974), 12.

29

Michalikowa, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich, 14.
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With an ingrained intuition of beauty and artistic talent, the population inhabiting
the Lachy Sądeckie region as compared to other surrounding areas, is characterized by its
uniqueness. The most characteristic and original element of their culture is embroideries
on tunics and corsets.30 The embroidery are used not only in folk costumes, but also in
everyday clothing. Their unique colors, style and splendor of the embroidery designs
form an exceptional look. The most commonly used themes are: flowers, stars, hearts and
leaves, all embroidered with colorful threads. Attire served also as a social determinant.
Males, such as farmhands or laborers, wore homemade shirts. Reaching down
below the knees, they were made of coarse linen, tied with a red ribbon at the collar. The
pants were wide at the bottom, long to the ankles and with tassels. The clothes worn by a
men called Gazda [gaz-da], who was the owner of the farm village, were quite similar to
the clothing of the lower class workers. The main difference was the linen material that
was much thinner and more comfortable. The collar of the shirt was embroidered at the
edges with red stitching.31
Women's costumes were sewn in a way to harmonize together with men's
clothing. There were two kinds of costumes (figure 39), for weekdays and holidays. On
weekdays, much like men, women used the costumes sewn with inferior materials. What
is important is that their coloring was not so rich. Here is how Stanisław Chrząstowski in
his book presents the details of the outfit: '' Shirt was made up of two parts. The upper
part reached to the waist. Sewn from hemp canvas, it was tied with a red ribbon around
the neck, and sleeves were adorned with lockstitch. The second part of the outfit,
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Michalikowa, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich, 12.
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Michalikowa, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich, 30.
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reaching from the waist to the line just below the knees, was called nadołek (the bottom
part of the shirt) and was sewn from the thicker canvas.''32
During the celebrations or holidays, the women wore dresses made of thinner
materials. Like men's shirts, women’s clothes were also decorated with colorful
embroidery: ''... had a wide, round, lined collar, lockstitch around the sleeves and wide
shoulder straps, and under the arms wedges. Collar, breast pocket, shoulder straps and
lockstitch were richly decorated. The embroideries consist of stylized leaves, flowers,
circles, single or combined hearts... ''33
Lachy Sądeckie is an ethnic group, which is closely connected with Catholic
Church belief. To the most important rites belong Christmas, New Year and Epiphany.
They occur in the winter period, and from them derives the greatest number of customs
and rites. Many of these practices relate to Pagan culture, which attests to their
beginnings in the ancient times. A great example is the Christmas Eve, during which
believers leave an empty seat at the table, intended for dead relatives.34 Another example
is the so-called Podłaz [pod-wha-z], which occurs from the second day of Christmas to
Epiphany: ''It was the folk tradition – still, practiced until now - consisting of visits of
family, neighbors or godparents, with wishes for prosperity and good luck at Christmas
and New Year.''35
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Michalikowa, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich, 35.
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Figure 39. Clothes worn for holidays and celebrations. Lidia Michalikowa, Zofia and
Stanisław Chrząstowscy, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich (Warsaw: Centralny Ośrodek
Metodyki Upowszechniania Kultury, 1974), 37.
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In spring the most important holiday was Easter. It was celebrated primarily in the
family circle, where the main point was to share consecrated eggs. ''Who ate the
consecrated with appetite, it was thought that this one would be strong and healthy.''36
Before eating the food, which had been previously consecrated by a priest in the
church, people celebrated with food around the farm, so as to deter pests such as mice
and rats. On Holy Monday the hosts strolled through their fields, and consecrate them,
using holy water.37
In summer the most important event was Harvest Festival, which took place right
after the harvest. During the harvest, the most important point was the decapitation of the
first ears of corn. People believed that they had the power of healing. At the end of the
harvest, it was important to behead the last ears of corn, of which girls were preparing the
wreath (figure 40). During the Harvest Festival, the wreath was carried by two leaders, a
woman and a man. The whole village followed the leaders.The harvest procession sang
traditional songs.
In the autumn, Lachy Sądeckie celebrated Saint Andrew's Day. The evening that
preceded the feast was dedicated to the augury: ''On St. Andrew day there were many
divinations. The most popular was pouring melted wax on the water, from which after
congealing, people read the future from the shadow cast by the wax figure.''38
The dances of the Lachy Sądeckie region may be classified in a group of singledances that use mainly the spin dance formula. They are characterized by a wealth of
dance motifs, half-turns, turnovers and accented steps or stamps. Main dance steps were
36
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Figure 40. Wreath on the Harvest Festival. Lidia Michalikowa, Zofia and Stanisław
Chrząstowscy, Folklor Lachów Sądeckich (Warsaw: Centralny Ośrodek Metodyki
Upowszechniania Kultury, 1974), 205.
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based on steps of the Polka dance that were modified for the needs of other dances. We
can distinguish the following dances: Szurok (Shuffle) - the main element is the shuffling
of feet on the floor; Polka Wściekła (Furious Polka) – dance, which uses swirling
turnovers; Warszawianka (Varsovienne) – characterized with steps of stately elegance.
Other dances in the region, which use the Polka dance steps, are: Szewc (Cobbler),
Kowal (Blacksmith) and Gwóźdź Polka (Nail Polka). All the so-called 'line dances' were
based on the wheel idea, which the dancers follow.
In the last movement of the guitar Concerto, Marek Pasieczny uses one of the
swirl dances from the Lachy Sądeckie region. Polka Wściekła (Furious Polka), which
serves as the main rhythmic idea in his composition. It is a very fast dance in 2/4 meter,
sometimes called Szybka Polka (Fast Polka).39 The dance was used at weddings, events
and it was lengthy. This swirling dance was danced in pairs on the line of circle, with
turnover to the right and left. During the change of the direction of the dance, accented
steps were used.
The Furious Polka, with a very fast tempo and turnovers, is a dance that needs a
lot of free space. It possesses three main elements that occur on a specific beat within the
bar. Its first element is the clockwise rotation: ''A male-dancer turns his left side to the
center of the circle, facing in the direction of motion. Posture straight, knees slightly
bent…A female dancer is moving more in a symmetrical way. She starts with the right
leg and turns into the right like her dance partner''. 40 The second element of the Furious
Polka is counterclockwise rotation. The dance steps are very similar to clockwise
rotation, but the main difference, and the difficulty, is a transformation of the rotation
39
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from right to left. To omit this issue, a male dancer stops and delay’s the moment of the
rotation to the right. This allows him to start a counterclockwise rotation from the
following beat. The third element in the Wściekła Polka dance is the accented dance step
performed only by a male dancer.
There are two types of accented dance steps used within the dance, and they
always appear before the change of the rotation. The first type, called a 'double patter
accent,' was performed at the end of the clockwise rotation that usually converges with
the end of the musical phrase. The second type of the dance steps is called 'single patter
accent' and varies from the previous type of dance steps. Usually performed by a male at
the beginning of the musical phrase, it uses a single accented step that falls during the
change of dance rotation from right to left.
Another characteristic feature of the Wściekła Polka dance is a lack of a fixed
song. Many dances from this region of Poland use a kind of permanent song that exploits
the same text and the same melody. In the Furious Polka the song may change, each time,
in every performance. The short ditties help to set the mood and pace for this highly
energetic and quick dance.
During the performance, pairs always dance on the line of circle, with one side
turned to its center. Arranged in large, equal distances, they start to rotate to the right
from the beginning of the dance, hands joined, they are sometimes kept straight and
sometimes bent with palms lifted up. The beginning of the dance is very important. In the
first bar of the Wściekła Polka, dancers (figure 41) perform only accented steps. In the
second measure they stop for a moment to begin a new rotation along with the new
measure. Furious Polka belongs to a group of free dances; therefore couples performs the
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Figure 41. Example of Wild Polka performed by Lachy Sądeckie dancers. Irena
Ostrowska, ed., Różne formy tańców polskich (Warsaw: Centralny Ośrodek Metodyki
Upowszechniania Kultury, 1980), 153.
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rotations individually. There is no specified number of measures after which the pairs
change the direction of the rotation. Some of them changes the direction after four bars,
and other pairs do so after eight bars. However, all pairs remain the same direction of the
dance, which refers to the movement of the sun.41
From the very first measures, the final movement of the Concerto Polacco reflects
the character of the dance. This time, the beginning of the last part of the Concerto
presents a different point of view of the composer. Marek Pasieczny opted for the guitar
alone to bring the listener to the final part of his work. By presenting a fifteen measure
fragment in which guitar creates a 'mysterious nature,' Pasieczny introduces his idea for a
'furious piece.' To create it, he decides to use a combination of fast tempo, with 16th notes
that are regularly exchanged with eighth note triplets. This concept helps to create the
thrill within the piece, which is a clear reference to the Wściekła Polka dance.
The last movement, Vivace giocoso et brillante, is written in the key of D Major.
In terms of meter change, the fifth part of the Concerto is very stable. It is almost
impossible here to see the concept of the meter change that was so pervasive and
important in the previous movements of the Concerto Polacco. In the guitar entrance a
few elements build tension. The first factor is the constantly changing interval (figure
42). The first measure, starts with a group of sixteenth notes, where the note B-flat is
constantly exchanged with C-sharp. An augmented second interval that was created
between these two notes builds tension. The second measure presents two minor second
intervals. The first interval has been located in the lowest voice, and the second one in the
middle voice. The two intervals of augmented second and minor second are exchanged in
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each beat of the measure. The idea continues for the first six measures and results in the
deepening of the furious mood of the last movement.

Figure 42. Exchange of two intervals. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement V,
(Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 1.

In order to reveal the spirit of the Wściekła Polka, from measure seven Marek
Pasieczny uses descending passages, which within the next five measures ascend the
melodic line and expand the nature of the dance. This section of the fifth movement ends
in measure 11 with enhanced chords, which form a sort of accompaniment for the main
theme held in the highest voice. The theme ends in the measure 15. This whole procedure
with minor intervals, rising melodic line, and finally the first presentation of the theme,
prepares the audience for the upcoming orchestral entrance. Interestingly, the composer
surprises the audience from the beginning of the last movement. By presenting a minor
mood and restless character, he directs and strengthens the listener in a belief that the
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whole movement will present a stormy character. However it looks quite different. After
eleven bars, in measure 23, by presenting the main theme in a major mode the composer
astonishes and changes the character of the movement.
The first orchestra’s entrance appears in measure 16, where flute and clarinet
accompanied by a string section present the main theme. The main melody is created by
the composer himself and, as in the guitar entrance, it is concluded in a short four
measure fragment. Its character is very lively and cheerful. To exaggerate the appearance
of the main theme in the orchestra, Marek Pasieczny uses staccato and ornaments in the
flute and oboe parts. What is important is the theme that occurred for the first time in the
guitar part which does not show any of these compositional ideas. During the orchestral
exposition of the main theme, the guitar has been degraded and became more equivalent
with bassoon. Thus, from measure 17 to measure 20, the guitar plays analogous role to
bassoon (figure 43), a happy and syncopated accompaniment whose character is
additionally underlined by using a staccato technique.
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Figure 43. Guitar and Bassoon performing the lively rhythm. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto
Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 2.

Right after the theme presentation in the woodwind section, from measure 21 to
measure 24, the guitar plays a virtuosic answer in very high register based on the main
melody. This section is designed to prepare the audience for the first entrance of the full
orchestra. From measure 27, the strings take over the catchy and happy melodic material
and start to play a syncopated, staccato accompaniment with the bassoon. This leads to
the first significant impact using all instruments in the band. As before in this movement,
Marek Pasieczny uses just four measures to build the huge explosion in the movement.
This short fragment, with its spontaneity and fast tempo, brings to mind ideas of the
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famous composer Alexander Borodin, in his composition Polovtsian Dances, from the
opera Prince Igor.
From this moment in the fifth movement we can expect almost anything. The
Concerto becomes less predictable. Aside from the main theme presentations that appear
every few bars, the composer starts to develop a new concept which presents many
furious and interesting motives. From measure 33, where the main theme occurs in the
guitar part, a modulatory section appears, which in the next 33 measures, presents a rich
pallet of key changes. We notice two important factors in this section. The first, is the
theme that is almost an exact copy of the guitar entrance from measures 11 to 15. The
second is the usage of the characteristic rhythm, which we have seen previously in the
bassoon part. The jumping rhythm serves as a basis in the orchestral modulations that
moves up within the interval of the second. This concept has a deep reference to the
beginning of the fifth movement, where small intervals form tension. In this section, the
orchestra is divided into groups, where the composer constantly changes the motives
between them. The musical phrases cover usually three to four bars, after which another
group of instruments start to play a different musical idea. This area produces the feeling
in which all orchestral instruments spin around in the rhythm of the Furious Polka. Of
course, the guitar participates in this venture, and is an integral part in the orchestral
dance. All these features reveal the composer recipe in a furious movement in the
Concerto.
This section of the fifth movement ends in measure 65, where the composer
doubles the number of instruments thereby creating tension. Yet in the same bar, he
changes the character of the last movement. Between all joyful and lively melodies,
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which appear at the beginning of the fifth part of the Concerto, Marek Pasieczny decides
to remind the audience what an important role the Mountaineers play in the Polish
culture. The next six measures demonstrate the typical musical style of Polish
Highlanders. The characteristic style is based on the intervals of a perfect fifth (figure
44), which are usually placed in the bass line. The pattern uses a rhythm based on quarter
notes, exchanged with eighth notes that are separated from the next upcoming quarter
note, by an eighth note rest. After a short two measure guitar entrance in bar 66, the same
rhythmic concept appears in the orchestra. This strengthens the importance of the motive.
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Figure 44. The guitar and orchestra playing together in perfect fifths. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 12.
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The highlander episode lasts just six measures, where in bar 72 the composer
comes back to a joyful and light melodic line. The next 13 bars, diminish the orchestra
gradually and increase the role of the guitar. By using fast, a 'la harp' arpeggios, Marek
Pasieczny directs the movement to the place where guitar plays the enhanced chords
again and starts to slow down the tempo. This fragment closes the 'impetuous' section.
After stormy moments, in the fifth movement of the Concerto there occurs a section, in
which the composer creates a fragment that is designed to recall memories from other
movements. Once again, in the short four bar episode, from measures 85 to 88, Pasieczny
places a short excerpt (figure 45) from previous movements. The first association, is
reminiscent of the fragment that was moved directly from bars 23 to 26 of the first part of
the Concerto Polacco. Marek Pasieczny remains the section in the same key, but changes
the meter and compresses the musical material from the first movement into two bars of
the fifth movement. The figure below presents the small differences between the music
material.

Figure 45. The reference in the fifth movement to the thematic material from the first
movement. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009),
15.
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Another excellent example of a reference (figure 46) to the other movements is in
measure 88. An interesting fact is that this bar uses a compound meter and presents two
different themes borrowed from the third and the second movement. A 6/4 meter has
been attached to 9/8 meter. This idea creates two segments in one measure, in which the
composer uses two distinct melodies. The first reference, appears at the beginning of the
measure and borrows the music material from the third movement, precisely from
measures15 and 16, where the guitar theme appears for the first time. The melody "She
Dropped By The Hill" is transposed a minor second up, and the tempo slows down for
the needs of the section.

Figure 46. The reference in the fifth movement to the material from the third movement.
Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 15.

The second thematic presentation occurs in the same measure, but starts on its
second half and presents the melody "Here Comes The Silent Dusk." This theme appears
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for the first time in the second movement of the Concerto Polacco between measures 18
and 20. Here in the fifth movement of the Concerto, Pasieczny converts the rhythm to
faster note values (figure 47) and again compresses the three-measure long melody into
the first half of measure 88. The figure below show the thematic presentation.

Figure 47. The reference in the fifth movement to the thematic area from the second
movement. Marek Pasieczny, Concerto Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009),
15.

After the important presentation of three themes, Pasieczny moves the last
movement of the Concerto Polacco into the final stage. In measure 89 the composer
changes the time signature and again presents the main theme. In order to fit the theme
into one bar, Pasieczny uses 4/2 meter. This short one measure fragment links the
important solo guitar section together to the upcoming orchestral entrance, which from
measure 94 transforms the guitar material and presents the composer’s idea for the
furious ending. From this moment in the fifth movement we can notice the usage of
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almost all compositional techniques that Pasieczny has used so far in the Concerto. With
each subsequent measure that brings us to the end, the composer constantly increases the
number of instruments. The guitar in this section is not so important anymore, and it is
treated as an inseparable part of the whole orchestra.
Going toward the end, the guitar uses alternating chords and syncopated rhythms.
What is important is that we can perceive a plan which has a task to increase the tension
in the ending of the piece. Obviously, as in the previous parts of the Concerto, Pasieczny
does not refrain from the influences of other composers on his work (figure 48). A great
example is the section that appears between measures 120 and 123, where the influences
and compositional ideas similar to those of John Williams can be noticed. It is impossible
to miss the similarities to the music from the movie Star Wars. In the penultimate
measure, Pasieczny introduces the timpani that leads to the last orchestral explosion,
where all instruments end with a D Major chord.
The final movement of the Concerto Polacco is certainly a part of the Concerto
that we expect to hear at the end of the composition. Here Pasieczny surely does not
disappoint the listener. The fifth movement has been characterized by the use of all major
folk features found in the previous parts of the Concerto. This process makes the final
part of the Concerto have similar experience, as during the detailed analysis of painting.
Each, small detail draw images in the mind of the listener.
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Figure 48. Fragment showing the influence of another composer. Marek Pasieczny,
Concerto Polacco, Movement V, (Warsaw: ZAiKS, 2009), 23.
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CHAPTER FOUR
CONCLUSION

Concerto Polacco is a complicated and extensively expanded composition. To
truly understand its essence, we should first become familiar with the line of thought of
the composer himself. To do this well, first it is important to know the history of his life
and the factors which could have an important influence on his decisions during the
selection of the material for the Concerto.
Mark Pasieczny, by writing the Concerto Polacco, created a work which, after a
thorough analysis becomes an important step in the life of an active guitarist. Pasieczny
introduces his new ideas which complement the color palette of guitar music. With the
Concerto we can get acquainted with the history and spirit of Polish culture and life of the
people who create it.
Concerto Polacco presents a kind of summit, through which the composer himself
conducts us. Folklore serves as an important instrument in imaging the country, its
culture and people. Beginning the journey with the Concerto, we find the Chodzony
dance as a root of Polish culture. The predecessor of Polonaise, it relates to the famous
Polish pianist and composer Frederic Chopin and gives the audience a sense of sublimity
at the great opening of the Polish Concerto.
Moving forward, Pasieczny presents the second movement with a song of French
origin. This moment of the Concerto represents the Polish nation and a group of people
from the union named Solidarity. It refers to their hard times in which they fought to
overthrow Communism. This part of the journey shows an important time in the life of
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Poles. It represents the path to freedom of the Polish people. The central movement is a
mountain peak in the Concerto Polacco. It uses a Polish folk song, Za Górkę Zaszła, and
culminates in many different ideas, thanks to which the listener can experience a lot of
interesting emotions and sensations. Here occurs the essence of the journey, where each
'climbing' person stops at the top, cumulates various thoughts and indulges in reverie.
During the descent from the summit, by presenting the old folk lullaby "Oj kołysz mi si
kołysz, kolibejko lipowa" (Oh Sway Me, Sway, Linden Cradle), the composer takes the
listener into a state of calm. This moment of the journey is very meaningful and reflects
the sensations of the person who achieved his or her goal. At the end of the journey,
Marek Pasieczny uses a lively folk dance, based on the Furious Polka. This dance
presents a form of joy or celebration after a successful trip.
For many years folklore has been one of the main aspects in creativity of the
composers in all musical areas. The Concerto Polacco is a message to other guitarists and
composers about folk-based compositions that represent our culture and legacy. Because
many of these types of works remind us of our roots, it is so important to understand
them in a better way than just stage performance. Concerto Polacco very well and
skilfully uses all of its features, which recall the spirit of an old Polish culture. This
masterpiece deserves attention and acknowledgement like other folk – inspired
compositions that have been written to this day.
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APPENDIX A
List of compositions for guitar by Marek Pasieczny

Solo Guitar:
LUTOSŁAWSKI: in memoriam for guitar solo; commissioned and dedicated to Ben
Beirs, 2012.
BOSSA EN SKAI; dedicated to John Mayer, 2011.
CHOPIN: In Memoriam; dedicated to Oskar Kozłowski, 2011.
LITTLE SONATA for solo guitar; dedicated to Krzysztof Pełech, 2011.
THE FLIGHT OF KIKUIDATAKI for solo guitar; dedicated to Carlo Domeniconi, 2011.
TRAVELS; thirty solo miniatures for beginners based, inspired by world traditional/folk
music, art and dance, 2011.
SATO NO AKI variations for solo guitar; dedicated to Roland DYENS, 2010.
NINE MINIATURES for solo guitar; based and inspired by Polish folk music, dedicated
to Marcin Dylla, 2010.
FANAISIE-IMPROMPTU EN HOMMAGE À CHOPIN for guitar solo; dedicated for
Marek Dlugosz and 'All-Polish Guitar Festival in Swidnica', 2009.
SEQUENZA for guitar solo; dedicated to Ricardo Jesus Gallen, 2009.
SONATINA FOR JOSEPH H. (in two versions), Entree at Gavotta and Surprise two
pieces for guitar solo; commissioned and dedicated to 8th International Festival and
Competition for Young Instrumentalists "Haydn’s Week in Elk – the Step to the
Championship", 2009.
FIVE MINIATURES BASED ON POLISH FOLK MUSIC for guitar solo;
commissioned by ‘VI International Guitar Competition in Olsztyn/Poland’; dedicated to
my parents, 2008.
THRENODY FOR THE VICTIMS OF BELZEC 1941-42 for guitar solo; commissioned
and dedicated to Jakub Kościuszko, 2008.
A VIDA E DESTINO UMA NECESSIDADE IRREVOGAVEL DE COINCIDENCIAS
in memory of Stan Getz for guitar solo; dedicated to Marek Długosz and ‘All-Polish
Guitar Festival in Świdnica’, 2008.
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PARTITE IN A for solo guitar; dedicated to Grzegorz Joachimiak, 2007.
HOMMAGE À ALEKSANDER TANSMAN for guitar solo; dedicated to Anna Pietrzak,
2006.
THE SCOTCH TRIPTYCH for guitar solo; 2005.
THE LONDON’S IMPRESSION for guitar solo; inspired by Rembrandt’s painting “A
man seated in a lofty room” from National Gallery in London, dedicated to Richard
Hand, 2005.
THE LONDON’S IMPRESSION for guitar solo; inspired by Rembrandt’s painting “A
man seated in a lofty room” from National Gallery in London, dedicated to Richard
Hand, 2005.
COOL NIGHT LIGHTS for guitar solo; dedicated to Piotr Pałac, 2004.
THE TANGO IMPRESSIONS for solo guitar; dedicated to Piotr Zieliński, 2004.
WISH for solo guitar, 2003.
AMERICAN SUITE IN FOUR CHAPTERS for solo guitar; 2003.
HOMENAJE A MANUEL DE FALLA for solo guitar; dedicated to Tomasz Kandulski,
2003.
HARRY POTTER’S FANTASIE for solo guitar, on the themes from the soundtrack
Harry Potter and Philosopher ‘s Stone by John Williams, 2002.
TEN SKETCHES for solo guitar, 2002.
WROCŁAW’S SUITE for solo guitar; dedicated to Prof. Piotr Zaleski, 2001.
SIX HOURS for solo guitar, 2001.
THE FIELDS IN POLANÓWKA for solo guitar; dedicated to my dad, 2000.
SONATE IN JAZZ for solo guitar; dedicated to Łukasz Kuropaczewski, 2000.
JOURNEY VARIATIONS for solo guitar; dedicated to Michał Bąk, 2000.
AQUARIUS for solo guitar; dedicated to my mom, 1999.
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USUAL DIFFERENTS for solo guitar; dedicated for Bartek Kot, 1999.
TWO STORIES ABOUT PATRICK for solo guitar; dedicated to Pat Metheny, 1997.

Compositions for Lute:
CHACONNE for 13-course baroque lute and string quartet; commissioned by Wroclaw
Baroque Festival and dedicated to Jerzy Zak, 2011.
LE PARNASSE SILESIENNE ou une Nouvelle Apothéose composé à la mémoire
immortelle de l’incomparable Monsieur de Silvius L Weiss for 13-course baroque lute;
commissioned by Prof. Jerzy Zak and dedicated to the city of Grodkow (Grottkau), 2009.
Ensembles:
SAKURA NO HANA VARIATIONS for two guitars; dedicated to Duo Joncol, 2012.
POLISH SUITE for two guitars; dedicated to Duo Melis.
SIX FOLK MELODIES for harpsichord and guitar; 2010.
ESSAY FOR SIXTEEN PLAYERS for chamber orchestra, guitar, percussion and harp;
dedicated to Marcin Dylla, 2009.
THREE POEMS for mezzo-soprano, alto and guitar, 2008.
SIX FOLK MELODIES for clarinet and guitar; dedicated to Colin Cooper, 2008.
SIX FOLK MELODIES for violin and guitar; dedicated to Colin Cooper, 2008.
PIRATES! for three guitars; 2007.
BANGERANG! for harpsichord and guitar; dedicated to Ula Stawicka and Piotr Palac,
2007.
IMROVISATION for guitar and trumpet - based on the theme ‘The Calling’ by Pat
Metheny; composed with Bede Williams, 2007.
SIX FOLK MELODIES for guitar, violin and cello, dedicated to my parents, 2007.
WINTER’S TALE for guitar and soprano sax, 2007.
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GRAND HARRY POTTER’S SUITE IN TWELVE PARTS for two guitars; on the
themes from the soundtrack Harry Potter and Chamber of the Secrets by John Williams;
dedicated to Duo Katona, 2004.
PAR REFLECHISSEMENT DE LA MUSIQUE DE LETERNITE – LOUANGE A
L’HARMONIE for guitar and flute; dedicated to maestro Manuel Barrueco, 2003.
THE REJOICING QUARTET for guitar quartet; dedicated for The Aurora/Baltimore
Quartet, 2003.
CICHY ZAPADA ZMROK folk song for guitar, tape and voice; dedicated to Anna Maria
Jopek, 2002.
TOYS for two guitars; dedicated to Anna and Łukasz Pietrzak, 2002.
WINTER’S TALE for guitar and clarinet; dedicated to ‘Duo Guitarinet’ (J.J.Bokun and
Krzysztof Pełech), 2002.
LA CASA DONDE VIVE MIEDO – HOMMAGE À JOAQUIN RODRIGO for guitar
and violin; dedicated to Katarzyna Bryła and Łukasz Kuropaczewski, 2001.
JOURNEY VARIATIONS for guitar and oboe; dedicated to Konrad Mika, 2000.
THE SONG for two guitars; dedicated to Krzysztof Fornalski, 1999.
CRAYONS for two guitars; dedicated to Prof. Piotr Zaleski, 1998.
MY FAVOURITE for two guitars; dedicated to Jarema Klich and Krzysztof Pełech,
1998.
WATER COLORS for two guitar; dedicated for my brother Jacek, 1996.

Concertos:
CONCERTO CHACONNE - prelude and chaconne in XXII variations for guitar and
string quartet; commissioned and dedicated to Cezary Strokosz, 2012.
HOLLYWOOD CONCERTO for guitar and orchestra; 2012.
FANTASIE EN HOMMAGE À FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN pour guitar et orchestra
Célébration du 200 ème anniversaire de Frédéric Chopin; dedicated to Gabriel Bianco
(France), 2010.
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CONCERTO POLACCO for guitar solo and orchestra; commissioned by the Vth
Warsaw Guitar Festival, 2009.
CONCERTO POLACCO for two guitars and orchestra; commissioned by VIth
International Guitar Festival 2009 in Olsztyn / Poland, dedicated to ‘Duo Melis’ (Susana
Prieto /Spain, Alexis Muzurakis /Greece), 2009.
FESTIVAL CONCERTO FOR TWO - Concerto for two guitars and symphony
orchestra; commissioned and dedicated to the City of Olsztyn (Poland) and 5th
International Guitar Festival, 2008.
GRAND DOUBLE CONCERTO for guitar and clarinet with chamber orchestra (recomposed in 2007); dedicated to Duo Guitarinet and International Guitar Festival
‘GITARA’ in Wroclaw/Poland, 2005.
MOTION PICTURE SCORE CONCERTO for guitar and string orchestra, 2004.
MOTION PICTURE SCORE CONCERTO for guitar and orchestra; dedicated to Prof.
Alina Gruszka and "XX Silesian Guitar Autumn Festival", 2003.
YOUTHFUL FANTASIE for guitar and orchestra, dedicated to Marek Długosz and
Guitar Festival in Swidnica/Poland, 2002.
CONCERTINO for guitar and string orchestra, 2001.
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APPENDIX B
Additional materials
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Michał Ciesielski together with Marek Pasieczny,
after the interview at Guitar Fesival in Krzyżowa, Poland, 2012.
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